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Trustees Postpone Tuition Decision
by Paul Hogan

The Board of Trustees decided to
postpone u vole on a $225 tuition
increase at their meeting last Thursday. The decisionhas been assigned
to the Executive Committee of the
Board and will be made no later
than Nov. I.
The University budget Committee's proposed $225 tuition increase to the Board violates the
$150 increase proposed in the university's fiscal plan.
University Vice President Dr.
Frank Campenella told the Heights
that the decision to postpone was
due to the "concern among
members of the board of Trustees
about the budget process."
The student members of the
Budget Committee, UGBC President Duane Deskins and Junior
Peter Markell had requested the
Board to delay the decision on the
increase.
Their request for a delay on the
decision was based on the insufficient amount of time granted
them to consider the details of the
proposed budget for the 1976-1977
year.
In a letter to the Trustees,
Deskins stated "As the student
member of the Budget Committee,
I was given the data on the proposed $225 increase in tuition one week
ago. It seems impossible to believe
that I was expected to vote on a 56
million dollar budget in exactly one
week."
Deskins told the Heights that he
felt the Board had "bought the
merit of the idea of a delay" and
had granted it to UGBC.
Campenella stated that, "the
point I would like to stress very
strongly is that the Trustee decision
to "hold" until no later than Nov. 1
does not signal lower rate increases.
If uncontrollable economic or

legislative events take place in the
interim, we must be prepared to
deal with even higher costs.

Campenella feels that "it should
be apparent that the 1973 long
Range Financial Plan with its
assumption of a 6 percent inflation
rate and associated $150 increase is
outdated and unrealistic. The cost
of living increased at an 11.1 percent rate last year. A five year
"plan" is clearly not set in concrete,
nor independent of real events
which might occur in intervening
years, according to Campenella.
Campenella said, "The financial
pressure we will face over the next
few weeks suggest higher rather
than lower costs for Boston
College, in at least four significant
areas:
1. Higher fuel costs, because of
very recent OPEC decisions
2. Higher costs for unemployment compensation becauseofpending legislation.
3. Significantly higher library
budgets for immediate repairs to
(continued on page 11)

Students Protest Hike
At Trustee Meeting
by Bonnie Blake

Students demonstrated their disapproval of a recommended tuition
increase at a meeting called by the
Undergraduate Government last
Monday, and at a gathering outside
a Board ofTrustees meeting, where
the proposed increase was being
considered, last Thursday.
The University Budget Committee decided to propose a tuition
increase over the $150 increase
projected by the five year fiscal
plan, to the Board of Trustees at
their meeting last Thursday.
Students were not made aware of
the proposal until less than a week
before the meeting.
At a meeting called by UGBC
last Monday, to decide on what action to take against the increase,
one student expressed the feeling

Food Poisoning Strikes
Almost 60 BC Students
by Andrea Lichota

Five definite and at least sixty
possible cases of food poisoning
have been reported by the BC infirmary in the last week. On Thursday, Oct. 10, the Massachusetts
State Board of Health conducted
interviews and tests on the victims
and have identified the food
poisoning as salmonella, a bacteria.
Results determining the source of
the salmonella will be availablethis
week.
In the past ten days, sixty
students have reported to the infirmary complaining of diarrhea and
abdominal cramps, the symptoms
of food poisoning. Ten of these
students also had nausea and fevers
and were consequently kept as inpatients. The illness lasts up to a
week and then resolves itself.
Medication is given to relieve the
symptoms.

Dr. Arnold Mazur, the director
of the infirmary, stated, "It is not a
large scale outbreak. This is small
and spread out. We cannot pinpoint the specific meal and place
responsibility for it."
The five students whose tests
were positive had eaten both on
and off campus. One food poisoning victim who spent five days in
the infirmary said that the only
place he had eaten was in the
McElroy dining hall. Other people
on the victim's floor, who also ate
in the cafeteria, suffered milder
symptoms of food poisoning.
However, Dr. Mazur staled, "It is
not likely it is the cafeteria since
hundreds of students didn't get sick
at once."
The cafeteria has been alerted of

the outbreak. As of yet, nothing indicating food poisoning has been
found. However, the staff has undergone tests to see if they are
carrying bacteria.
Dr. Mazur conjectures that the
outbreak came when a contact infected with salmonella contaminatedother (Cont. on p. 9)
?

Vice President for Student Affairs James Mclntyre, talked with students
who gatheredoutside the Board of Trustees meeting to protest a tuition increase.

Students Support $1 Tax Exemption
by Leah Porcello

throughout
Students
Massachusetts are organizing a
massive letter-writing campaign to
support a one-dollar exemption on
the food tax being considered by
the state senate this week. If the student campaign is successful, all
food purchases under one-dollar
made from school cafeteries would
be exempted from the eight percent
meal tax.
Boston College administrators
have already been informed that
they must bill their students in
January for the meal tax for the entire year, according to the old tax
law, amounting to about $56 per
student on the meal plan.
A "unified protest" to urge
members of the legislature to support the one-dollar exemption is being organized by many schools in
the Boston area, including BC,
Tufts, Northeastern, Holy Cross
and Simrpons. Students have been
asked to write to their senators and
voice their approval of the exemption. The Mass. Student Lobby is
heading the cooperative effort.
"We came to the conclusion that
a letter-writing campaign would be
more effective than the previously-

planned demonstration at the
statehouse," said Joy Krementz of
UGBC, who is also a member of
the lobby. "A demonstration might
have antagonized the legislators,
and it might have been difficult to
get enough people organized so
quickly."
Krementz said she hopes to mail
"at least 1,000 letters"from BC
students to the statehouse Wednesday. She and other volunteers
planned to approach students in the
dorms to write letters.
"The legislators must recognize
the student position in this issue
and that this exemption would be
beneficial to all college students,"
she said.
of
The
Association
Massachusetts Individual Colleges
and Universities (AMICUS) has
been working, with students, for
the exemption, and its directors
have urged college presidents to
become involved in the protest.
"While we have been emphasizing activity by students on this
issue, it is entirely appropriate for
presidents to communicate with
members of the Senate," Robert
Hyde of AMICUS said last week.
The issue of including college

students in the state meal tax was
activated last February, when the
Tax Commission decided to include
college students under the old eight
percent tax law. Students had
previously been exempt from the
law.

At that time, UGBC was involved in a protest, according to
former UGBC president Jim
Moran, but the Commission refused to alter their position.
The Governor also recently
proposed another tax plan which
would have instituted a 5 percent
tax on all food, without the onedollar exemption. However, the
House abandoned that proposal in
meal tax.
favor of the 8
It was estimated by members of
AMICUS that the tax will cost the
average resident student in Boston
$56 per year, and $20 for commuters.

Krementz said it will be impor-

tant for students to protest to their
state representatives and make their

opinions heard. "With the added
burden of next year's tuition increase and meal's tax increase we
must work very hard for this exemption," she said.

that "more documented proof is
needed before tuition is increased
above the amount of $150." "We
are negotiating from a position of
ignorance," said a sophomore.
"There should be a schedule in
which the Budget Committee explains financial procedures to the
students." Another student continued, "The Budget Committee
should have allowed more time
between the announcement of the
recommended increase and the
Board of Directors meeting on
Thursday."
"The saddest part," said one student, "is that by the time students
read about the final increase in next
week's paper, it may be too late. All
of a sudden, students will realize
that there is an increase double the
expected amount of $150, and that
they were not consulted about the
increase."
"Last time the administrationincreased tuition without the
students' prior knowledge, we held
a student strike,'* remarked one
junior. "The recession has not only
affected the administration, but the
pocketbooks of students and their
parents. We may have no choice
but to strike."
Duane Deskins, UGBC president and a member of the Budget
Committee said, "Maybe the administration has looked carefully
into the financial situation, but I
am not satisfied. My vote will be
meaningless unless we, as students,
are given more time and knowledge
of financial procedures."
However, less than one hundred
students attended Monday night's
meeting held by UGBC to discuss
the increase. "Apathy," cited one
student, "is the greatest weapon of
the administration, and only aids in
any decision about the increase."
Another student added, "This
meeting was well publicized. Why
aren't more students here?" A third
student answered, "Only one half
of the student body knows about
the increase, and time is short."
Approximately thirty-five
students demonstrated outside the
Board of Trustees meeting, in an
attempt to persuade the Trustees to
delay their vote on a tuition increase until students have more
time to investigate its necessity, according to Bob Kempf, an
organizer of the gathering. The
students spoke with Vice President
for Student Affairs James Mclntyre, who delivered a statement to
the Trustees, asking for a delay on
the voting. The Trustees decided
not to vote on the matter.
Kempf said that the next action
will possibly be a letter-writing
campaign to inform parents of the
increase.
Kempf also felt that there is "a
lot of fat on the BC budget,"and
that one of the students'
recommendations would be "the
trimming of a lot of this fat."
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BRIEFS
Tuesday, October 14

WZBC GENERAL MEETING:
Murray Conference Room. 3:30
pm.
Women's Center Self-Defense
pourse, Cheverus Lounge, 5 pm.
Cultural Committee: National
Lampoon Show, 8 pm. Rathskeller,
$1.00 admission.
Germanic Studies meeting,
McGuinn sth floor lounge, 8 pm.
SOM Sophomores meeting, Fulton
316, 3 to 4 pm. Information will be
given on the services of Career
Planning and Placement Center
and on "Career Planning and Job
Strategies." , \u25a0,-'.'.
WZBC: "The Ebony Experience" Interview w;ith Karen Galloway,
defense lawyer for Joan Little.
Undergraduate Philosophy Caucus
is sponsoring a colloquium with
professors Richard Hughes
(English) and Richard Stevens, S.J.
(Philosophy). The fopic will be
"Myth add Syrribdi!' Structures and
Functions in Literature" McGuinn sth, 4:15 pm-all are invited.
Outing Club meeting, Murray
Conference Room, 5:30 Dm.

October

Wednesday,

SOM primary elections, Cushing
Foyer, 9:45 am.
American Friends Committee
meeting, McElroy 114, 4:30 pm.
Environmental Center meeting,
Murray Conference Room, 6:30
pm.
Lifesaving Course, Carney 104, 7
pm.
Pulse meeting, McGuinn 110-111,
7:30 pm.
Introductory TM Lecture Murray
Conference Room, 8 pm.

13,

1975

APO "Future of Consciousness"
O'Connell Middle Earth Hall.
Graduate Information Day. Alumni
Hall, 1:30-4:30 pm. There will be
representatives from graduate
programs in business and law
schools. For information, contact
Career Planning and Placement
Center, 969-0100, ext.2674.
BC Young Democrats meeting,
McElroy 114, 4:15 pm.
Christian Students are gathering informally from noon to 1 pm, Lyons
211. All seeking Christians and
anyone interested are welcome.
BC Dramatics Society: Tryouts for
Jerome Lawrence and Robert E.
Lee's "Inherit the Wind," Fulton
110, 4:30-6:30 and 7-9. Prepare a2-4 minute dramatic reading. MANY
males needed.
Class of 1979 meeting, School of
Ed., Campion Auditorium, 4 pm.
The meeting will deal with preregistration informationand an update of the advisement procedurein
the School of Ed. Transfer students
invited.
Economics Club meeting, Fulton
412, 4 pm. All economics majors invited. A committee to study tenure
will be formed.
Jewish Student Alliance, McElroy
111, 4 pm. Refreshments will be served.
WZBC "Eagles Eye" 7 pm, a hard
look at the proposed tuition increase - live discussion.
Lobbying Workshop, McGuinn 110,
7:30 pm. Featuring David Bewell of
Mass. PIRG and Michael Ventresca of Mass. Forest and Park
Association. Open to public.
Prof. Jack Chem of Cornell
Univ. will speak on "China:
Patterns of Development in the
Contemporary World," McGuinn
Auditorium, 4:30 pm.

Women's Center Self-Defense and lounge space, piano practice, a
Course, Cheverus Lounge, 5 pm. place to get away from it all, 7 pm-1
Yoga with Steffi Shapiro, Campion am daily.
Faculty Lounge, 7 pm.
Murray House, 292 Hammond St.,
Women's Center lecture: Carol is open weekdays. Eat lunch, relax,
Pierce "Women's Personal Issues," study, play piano, ping-pong or

Resident Student Lounge, 7 pm.
Homophile meeting, McGuinn 118,
7:30 pm.
Peace And War Film: "Dead
Birds," Higgins 307, 7:30 pm.
Humanities Series presents Robert
Fitzgerald, McGuinn Auditorium,
8 pm.
WZ3C "Sports Weekly" 7 pm-One
hour of live sports talk.
A&S meeting, conducted by the
Career Planning and Placement
Center, McGuinn Auditorium, 3
pm.
SOM Finance Academy MBA
Night. Fulton 412..7 pm.

Friday, October 17

Film Board presents "Husbands,"
McGuinn Auditorium, 7 & 9 pm.
Cultural Committee presents the
Vale Russian Chorus, Eagles Nest, 8
Soccer vs Assumption College,
Alumni Stadium, 7 pm.
Jewish Student Alliance mixer,
Murray House, 7 pm-midnite. 50
cents admission.
Christian Students are meeting for
fellowship and bible study in the
Gospel of Luke, Cushing Faculty
Lounge, 2 pm.
Interviews for New York University School of Arts and Sciencescheck with Career Planning and
Placement Office for further
details.

Saturday, October 18

Film Board presents "Husbands,"
McGuinn Auditorium, 7 & 9 pm.

Sunday, October 19

Scuba Club meeting, Murray
Thursday, October 16 Conference Room, 4 pm.
meeting, O'Connell Film Freaks present
Placement
Center
McGuinn 3rd, 3 pm.
"The Graduate," 7 & 9 pm.
Chinese Student Club social, Sunday Mass in Spanish, St.
McGuinn 3rd, 4:30 pm.
Joseph's Chapel, 7:30 pm.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Holy Hour every Thursday at 7 pm,
St. Mary's Chapel. Includes the
Rosary, shared and private meditaa future you'll probably live to see.
tion and Benediction. All are
welcome. Sponsored by BC X of C.
Film Board needs members. For information, see Eric Ha fen,
McElroy 141.
O'Connell Student Union - Study

,

The year is 2024...

watch TV.
A Musicians Union is forming. This
is an open invitation to all those interested in the BC Community who
would welcome the chance to interact and perform conveniently on
campus with other students. Sign
up at the Student Activities. Practice rooms, lessons are possible.
Sign up at the Student Activities
Office, McElroy 141.
The Ticket Booth in McElroy is
currently selling tickjets for:
National Lampoon Show, Oct. 14,
Rathskeller, price, $1.; Boston
Symphony Orchestra, Oct. 12,
price: $3.; "Kennedy's Children"
Wilbur Theater, Oct. 9-25, price:
$2-8; "Equus" Wilbur Theater,
Nov. 18-Dec.27, price: $4-9. The
Ticket Booth Information Center
also has info about all on-campus
events and many downtown events.
BC ext. 2555.
General information and assistance
for BC's veteran students is
available on the following schedule
in the Office of Student Activities:
Mondays: 11:30-3:30pm, Tuesdays
and Thursdays: 9-noon and
Fridays: noon-5 pm. For Evening
College Students, a veteran is
available Tuesdays, Wednesdays
and Thursdays between 6:15 and 10
pm in the Ticket Booth Information Center.
Intercultural Communications
Workshop, Oct. 31-Nov.2.
Are you interested in the problems
and pleasures of cross-cultural
communication? The World Affairs
Council of New England will hold a
weekend workshop from Friday,
Oct. 31 to Nov. 2. It is open to
students and professionals of all
ages from the US and other countries to increase understanding of
the factors that increase crosscultural communication.
Briarwood Conference Center,
Cape Cod. Nominal cost to
students. For information, see
Toby Pelvin, Student Activities Office.
Attention Foreign Students: The
families of Temple Shalom, West
Newton,-invite you to a People-toPeople sabbath. Have dinner and
attend services with a family, Fri-

day evening, Nov. 14. Students with
family especially welcome. For
details, contact Toby Pelvin, Student Activities Office.
Beginning this Friday, there will be
an International Students Social
Hour in Haley House, Friday
evenings, 9 pm. All invited.
Sometimes there will be films or
slides, sometimes music, and
sometimes just talking with
someone new. This week a student
from Taiwan will show slides, films,
etc. from the Republic of China.
October Rosary every weekday by
the Blessed Mother's statue (by
Bapst). Sponsored by K. of C.
An Evening With President Ford:
President Gerald R. Ford is coming
to Boston on Friday, Nov. 7 for a
reception at the John A. Volpe
International Terminal, Logan Airport. Entertainment will be provided and President Ford will deliver
an address to the crowd. Tickets
now available at $15 each through
the BC Young Republicans Club.
Contact Arthur Tassi, 964-9435 for
details. The BC Bicentennial Exhibition of Jesuits will have its formal opening on Oct. 14. Rev. Harry
A. Callahan, S.J. has prepared a
pamphlet describing the exhibit
which is located in the Gargan
Reading Room of the Bapst
Library. The pamphlet is available
at the circulation desk in the
Gargan Reading Room.
American Studies is' now an undergraduate major. For information, see Allan Lawson (History),
Jeanne Guilleman (Sociology),
Glenda Hobbs (English) or Kay
Schlozman (Political Science).
The English Department will offer
the Analogy Program next
semester, Spring 1976. The instructors will be Professors John
McCarthy, Robert Kern and
Rosemary Weiner. Analogy is a
program of studies in English adding up to 15 credits and making up
the whole semester's work, which
tries to involve students as well as
professors in the creation,
(Continued on page 9)

On Page 3 of the Oct. 6, 1975
issue, The Heights erroneously
stated that Financial aid to students
had increased by 50 percent. Work
study money has increased by 50
percent, financial aid in general has
increased, but not by 50 percent.
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Learn in Dallas, a booming

business oriented community, and the SMU
School of Business Administration for one
calendar year of discovery, excitement, learning by doing, and personal development. The School of Business Administration focuses on individualized instruction,
developing entrepreneurial ability, innovative methods of learning, and the distribution of relevant business knowledge among
students, faculty, and the community. For
more information about this unique MBA
program, see the SMU Representative at:
Graduate School Information Day
Wednesday, October 15 1:00-4:00
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ORA Reports More Funds Available For Research
by Andrea Lichota

Boston College's Office of
Research Administration (ORA)
has reported that during the past
three years, there has been a marked increase in the amount of outside funds recieved by BC faculty'
and students for the purposes of
research and training.
For the 1975 fiscal year. BC
received approximately$7.4 million
as compared to $6.5 million in 1974
and $6.1 million in 1973. The majority of funds came from the
government as opposed to private
foundations in all three years.
Charles Flaherty, director of the
ORA attributed the increases to
BC's outstanding faculty research
and to his department's efforts to
stay with proposals once they have
been submitted to sponsors.
Flaherty also cited President
Monan's institution of summer
research grants of $1200 each to
faculty members as bringing about
an increase of funds. Flaherty said,
"This gives faculty members a
better chance at other research
grants having completed one
successful research project. Foundation members are first concerned
with your ability to do what you

propose. This is known by how
you articulate a proposal, the
publications you send along and
the experience you have had in the
field." he said.
In order to receive outside support for research activities, the
applicant, with the aid of ORA
would draw up a proposal stating
the goal of his project, his past experience in his field and the funds
necessary. If the project is funded,
the ORA sets up an internal account and helps to manage the
fund. If a proposal is not funded,
the ORA would go to the sponsor
and discover the reasons, react to
the comments, and then resubmit
the proposal, according to Flaherty-

years so that they are getting more
funds. The humanities are now
what the social sciences used to
be."
Flaherty also said that after a
federal agency gels a proposal, it
reports to Congress and
demonstrates why a certain project
is worthy of sponsorships. In this
case, the basic research in the
humanities which seeks the advancement of knowledge, is turned
down in favor of the applied
research of the physical and social
sciences, which yield practical
benefits. Added scrutiny has been
given to government supported
projects, since'Senator Proxmire's
uncovering of the numerous im-

Charles Flahertv. ORA Director

Board of Trustees Meet
For First Time This Year
by Mary Frances Budzik

The Boston College Board of
Trustees held their first meeting of
the year Wednesday at Barat House
on the Newton Campus. Although
the meeting lasted into the evening,
according to Margaret Dwyer, vice
president and special assistant to
President Monan, most of the
business was "routine."
Promotions and tenure
resolutions from the UAS were not
considered or voted upon. The
trustees did vote, however, to postpone a decision on a proposed tuition hike beyond the $150 annual
raise provided for in the 1973
University Long Range Fiscal Plan.
The promotions and tenure
resolutions of the UAS will be considered by the trustees' Academic
Affairs subcommittee at their next
meeting. President Monan had
earlier explained to the UAS that
results of the faculty referendum on
the resolutions, which were to accompany the presentation of the
UAS report to the Trustees, were
obtained too late for materials to be
circulated in advance to trustees for
their study. (The results of that
referendum; of 600 eligible faculty,
247 voted; only one of the
resolutions received the approval of
a majority of the faculty.)
Officers elected by the board for
the 1975-76 year were; Thomas
Galligan, Jr., chairman, Joseph
Cotter, vice chairman, and William
O'Halloran, S.J., secretary. New
appointees to the board were
Joseph Abely, Jr., Thomas Gibbons, S.J., and John Padberg, S.J.
Reappointments included Joseph
Cotter, Joseph Fahey, S.J., Mary
Lai, John Lowell and Joseph Shea,
S.J.
Thomas O'Connell, recently apThe first trustee meeting of the pointed Director of Libraries.

practical projects the government results, stipends and remission
had financed.
grants on tuition for graduate
Of the many different types of students and overhead for using ungrants offered, competition is most iversity utilities are also paid.
severe in obtaining research grants
In most instances, the individual
and fellowships. This

especially
applies'to the latter since few are
offered.
A fellowship is a stipend awarded
to someone on sabbatical leave for
work on a book or project. In this
case, the university usually pays for
the first six months of the individual's support and the government pays for the other six.
Research grants are usually more
extensive in scope, Flahertv said. In
addition to paying a summer stipend, supplies, publication of the

works on the project during the
course of his teaching duties, and
consequently still receives his salary
from the university, according to
Flaherty.

He added that other types of
programs are educational and
program grants which are institutional or departmental. These
are more prevalent in the
humanities, since they include
research into plans to introduce
new academic programs.

UAS Meets; Faculty Poll Results In

In addition, the ORA keeps track
of the various sources of funds and
potential sponsors. They try to
keep the faculty and students in- by Kieran Fallon
formed as to the types of grants
The University AcademicSenate
available. For those grants limiting (UAS) held its first meeting of the
applicants, competition within the year on Oct Bth. This was also the
university is conducted by the UAS' first meeting since the reviORA.
sion of its structure last May. The
Flaherty said the competition for UAS now consists of 36 members,
funds is "tremendous" especially reduced from last year's 68.
since funds are limited. BC's locaIn the first minutes of the session,
tion among many good schools, it was revealed that the School of
creates added obstacles to receiving Education had miscounted its
funds because Congressmen dis- faculty and may be entitled to
tribute money geographically. elect an additional senator. The
Flaherty said an isolated school School of Management announced
stands a better chance for receiving it also lacked one member due to a
funds. However,he did say that this five-way tic for SOM's second seat.
situation has improved over the However, the SOM senator said
this situation would be resolved by
past few years.
Research grants and fellowships a runoff election to be held before
are awarded in all fields of study, the next UAS meeting.
After debate, the Senate referred
though the sciences receive the bulk
of the funds. Federal research sup- the SOE fSsue to the Rules Comport has concentrated on the mittee and proceeded with the
physical sicences," Flaherty said. planned agenda despite the absence
j"The social sciences then were of one, and possibly two members.
nowhere near as important as
Results of the faculty referendum
physical sciences. However, strides on the UAS Promotions and
have been made, in the past ten Tenure Subcommittee were released. One recommendation, which
the Senate passed last May, called
for the placing of a non-voting student on all university promotion
committees. The UAS voted in
May that a faculty referendum on
the recommendations must accomyear was also considered an ap- pany the Promotions and Tenure
propriate time for several infor- Subcommittee's report to the
matory "presentations" from Board of Trustees. Of 600 eligible
various sectors of the university, faculty, 270 voted
147 for the
noted Dwyer. Workshops were recommendations, 123 against. The
held for trustees in such areas as majority of voting faculty in A&S
Student Life. Three faculty made and SOM voted against the
presentations on new concepts in recommendations. All other
teaching while two others discussed schools indicated majority support.
their research. Other such colloquia The Senate elected the officers of
concerned present trends on Career the Senate and the Executive ComCounseling (John Steele) and a Per- mittee. Unanimously elected were
sonnel-presentation on the results Augustus Fabens, Moderator:
of Hays Studies Management Richard Huber, Vice-Moderator;
Development Programs.
and Wen Ho, Secretary. This year's
The only trustee sub-committees Executive Committee members are:
to meet on Wednesday were the Edward R. Callahan, S.J., Frank
Student Affairs and Development Marinelli, Charles Mole, John J.
Committees. Investment and En- Neuhauser and Thomas P.
dowment, the Nomination Com- O'Malley, S.J. The Senate also
mittee, and the Executive Com- elected membersof the Rules Committee had all met previously. The mittee to obtain a decision on the
only group not to meet at all was SOE issue but delayed voting on
the Academic Affairs Committee,
to which the UAS tenure
resolutions will be presented.

Karn ::
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the other standing committees.
The UAS heard the Committee
on Course Evaluation report
describing an evaluative course
questionnaire. All students will be
asked to complete the questionnaire for each semester's courses. It
is to be distributed on a universitywide basis and will attempt to
assess students' opinions of both
courses and professors' teaching
abilities.
Senator Charles Donovan, S.J.,
Dean of Faculties, said he supported the committee recommendations. He stressed that these
evaluations would be useful for
consideration of tenure candidates
by the tenure committees.
Some senators disagreed with
Donovan, suggesting that tenure
committees could overuse student
evaluations, to the point of ignoring other qualifications. Discussion
revealed that no firm decisions had
been made by the committee concerning the implementation of the
program or if the results of the
questionnaires should be published
for student use. The Senate adopted
the committee report, but decided
to discuss the implementation of

the report at a later date.
The UAS voted to postpone consideration of the Committee on
Registration report to allow time
for some technical issues to be
resolved. The Committee is concerned with methods to improve
the efficiency and equitability of
course registration at BC.
According to experienced
observers of the UAS, the Senate
this year appears to be operating
more smoothly than the UAS of
previous years. As -one senator
noted, "At least everyone didn't
come in looking for the back exit."
The next meeting of the UAS is
scheduled for Oct 22.

China: Patterns of
Development in the
Contemporary World
McGuinn Auditorium
4:30 pm, Wed.

?

Marg ida
Jose
The UAS, with a new, reduced membership, held its first
last Wednesday.

meeting

Library Director Appointed
by Maureen Scott

Thomas F. O'Connell, director
of Libraries at York University,
Toronto, Canada, was appointed
University Librarian by President
J. Donald Monan last week. The
announcement, made in a letter to
faculty, described the position as
the "result of a search chaired by
Philip McNiff, director of the
Boston Public Library." The post
has been vacant since the death of
Brendon Connolly, S.J. in April
1974.
O'Connell will assume full
responsibility at BC in July 1976.
However, he was at BC last week to
speak with administrators and
library staff.
"One of the topics Fr. Monan

and I discussed on accepting this
post was my responsibility to York
and my family. I plan to be down
here a few times in the fall and
hopefully I will be here half the
time from January on."
O'Connell, a 1950 graduate of
BC, was asst. librarian at Harvard
University and York University.
"I've seen a library progress from
25,000 volumes to nearly a million
volumes, with staff increases and
space acquisitions to match, so it is
this kind of perspective I hope to
bring to BC," he said.
Citing his first few weeks here as
"a period, of assessment,"
O'Connell described the facilities as
a whole "not good at the present
time."

He expressed reservations about
Bapst Library. "I don't know if the
building can be adapted,"
O'Connell said. "Built 50 years
ago, it has served generations of
students but- the percentage of
assignable space is small; it's just
not a functional building. The
building itself has to be preserved
perhaps not as a library."
O'Connell said he would try for a
separate and new facility, saying he
was "forever a thorn in a university
president's side. The president can
never give me enough books, or
ispace so that I'll be satisfied."
O'Connell commented, "At 50
it's good to be back in Bostonespecially back at BC and I hope I
can do something for the school."

-

4 Editorial
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Students Ignored in Tuition Hikes
The Heights opposes any tuition increase approved by the Board of Trustees
because the Monan administration has made absolutely no attempt to justify
the increase to the student body.
The Monan administration's failure to communicate its plans to the sector
of the university most affected by tuition increases seems to have been an error
of commission designed to minimize student opposition.
The first public indication that the tuition increase sought by the Monan administration would be more than the $150 called for by the Long Range Financial Plan came just three days before the Board of Trustees was to act upon the
request. This secrecy resulted in only 35 students 'demonstrating' outside the
building at Newton where the Trustees met. This was hardly an impressive
showing of student opposition to a proposed tuition increase which could run
as high as $300.
Although there are two student members on the Budget Committee, they are
bound by confidence not to discuss Budget Committee work. How, then can
they possibly represent the students if they can't discuss their work with
students?
In light of the foregoing, the Heights invites the students of Boston College
to join with us in demanding by petition that President J. Donald Monan, Executive Vice President Francis B. Campanella, Financial Vice President John
R. Smith, and Chairman of the Board of Trustees Cornelius Ownes meet with
students in an open forum to justify the proposed tuition increase.
We cannot in good conscience condone the 'act now?explain later'
philosophy of the Monan administration. We don't feel that a formal explanation is asking too much.

Letters to The Editor
History Replies
To the Editor:
Some time ago several faculty members
wrote a letter urging the UGBC Cultural
Committee to reconsider spending a great
deal of money to have Marshal Ky come to
speak. The vigorous response to that letter
has underscored once again the importance
of any issue that seems to touch on free
speech. But there is also apt to be an extraneous fallout that singes a number of
people with fire and brimstone. Such is the
case with Professor Andre Daniere's
volatile letter to the Heights last week urging that the objectors to Ky's visit be sacked
in the name of protecting true freedom
of expression, of course! His style indicates
a certain amount of tongue in cheek; but let
us take him seriously for a moment.
Of Professor Daniere's presumption that
his colleagues in another department are
taking orders from "the little red book"
and purveying the non-sequiturs of "doctrinaire teaching" in the style of Iron Curtain countries, "where students are already
victimized in precisely the same way by the
communist leadership and its academic
henchmen," little need be said except that
Professor Daniere is confusing what he
believes he finds between the lines of a most
un-Bolshevik letter with what he can only
guess the letter-writers are doing in their
classes. But it would be unfortunate to let
two prime misconceptions in Daniere's
letter pass without further notice.
First, Daniere's purge would remove
those who "take action" against the exchange of information and thought. He
buttresses his demand for dismissal with an
account only of what certain historians
have expressed(or what he thinks they have
expressed) and so evidently confuses expression with action. This is a serious error.
If has become axiomaticin the development
of American civil liberties? that is, in the
area ofwhat Daniere calls the "exchange of
information and thought"?that these two
factors be held separate. The First Amendment makes clear that the latitude for unfettered expression should be wide?encompassing speech, writing, assembly and
petition against grievances. Culpable action only occurs when something is carried
out, with concrete consequences, beyond
that circle. But Daniere finds "solid and
conclusive" evidence of teaching "perversion," warranting dismissal, simply in what
certain historians "have been telling BC
students."
The second point also relates to free
speech guarantees. Daniere claims that "the
problem, of course, is that no money to Mr.
Ky would have meant no speech by Mr.
Ky." Thus, urging the Cultural Committee
not to spend its money on Ky becomes a
punishable vice. As Daniere puts it, "this in
everyone's book, is an attempt to abridge
free speech." The operativeword, however,
is "free". Had the Constitution been
written according to Daniere's prescription,
the First Amendment should have read:
abridging
"Congress shall make no law
?

..

the right to be paid for speaking ..." If Ky
had been denied his rights by not being
paid, what of the rest of us? Could we hold
distant groupsliable for violating our rights
if they chose, for whatever reasons, not to
hire us as speakers? Would that mean, as
Daniere alleges it doesfor Ky, that whoever
refused our services would be denying all
persons in that vicinity their inalienable
right to hear uss To cover the absurdity of
his proposition Daniere is forced into dark
warnings, without the slightest warrant in
evidence, that the historians didn't really
mean it when they declared they had no
objection to Mr. Ky's indulging in free
speech on campus, provided the speech was
really for free. "Budding totalitarians," he
intones, "are always in favor of free speech,
and their silencing of unwanted voices is
always justifiedin terms of a greater good."
Such devil theory arguments have a
boomerang effect, however. Spinoza once
noted wisely that a man is apt to be most
revealing of himself in what he says of
others. With that in mind there is profit in
wondering just who the budding
totalitarian is in this situation. One mightbegin by reflecting on who, in the name of
free speech for some and the ax for others is
urging, let us hope not altogether seriously,
that unwanted voices be silenced.
Sincerely.

Peter DeGarmo
Alan Lawson
Raymond McNally
Thomas O'Connor
Peter Weiler

Gee, Frank and Don sure were smart to have us trustees meet here at Newton
when all the students are back at Chestnut Hill.

Supporting Busing and Girls
1

To the Editor,
Wouldn't it be darling if Boston College
could boast of a newspaper that accurately
reported campus events and reflected the
interests of the community? Instead, we are
cursed with a weekly that chooses to distort
truth and justice for private propaganda
purposes.
For example, the Heights' recent proabortion article (9-15-75) blamed the administration for pressuring that paper
against publishing abortion ads. Actually,
?the abortion issue was merely the final
straw in an ongoing campaign by the
Heights to further communism and immorality, with especial allegiance to
organizations so inclined, via blasphemous,
distorted, and ridiculous propaganda. In
"The Medieval Minds..." article of March
3, 1975, fhe Heights admitted that "reactionaries" in the faculty and student body,
along with the alumni and administration
were disenchanted(a mild euphemism) with
that paper. Oddly, the Heights politely ignored the newsworthy information that
nearly 1500 signatures, ranging from super
jocks to eggheads, were recorded in the
petition to boot the Heights off campus.
The students put together a constitution for
a real school oriented newspaper which
would exemplify our noble Christian and
patriotic heritage. After all, "The Heights
has never had as one ofits goals the presentation of the majority view of any group on
campus."(ibid, p 18) Translation; the goals
of the Heights are subjective, selfdetermined, and CONTROLLED by the
few. Hardly a democratic operation, it was
probably modeled after one of those friendly "peoplesrepublics (sic)."
Peculiarly, both the Heights and the administration support, in one way or
another, forced busing and the funny girls
of the Resource Center. Thus, it wasn't too
surprising that the administration wasn't

interested in an alternative free paper.
Although quite satisfied with the Heights
they needed a stronger muzzle to restrain
the Heights from barking too loudly too
often, due to the influence of alumni contributions on the pocketbook. The campus
movement for a real paper served theirpurpose.
October 1975 has dawned with nothing
changed. The Heights is still a jokeand the
administration still covertly assists it. For
you who are blessed with inquiring minds,
stop by the Knights of Columbus office at
Carney 30 and help us fight the never ending battle for truth, justice, and the
American way at B.C.
Respectfully,
David Morgan Dean
Graduate SOM'76

Commencement Speaker
Dear Editor:
It has come to my attention that the 1976
Commencement Speaker will be determined by Father Monan. The UGBC is entitled to a recommendation and has responsively solicited suggestions from the student
body.
This situation should be completely
reversed. The recommendation should
belong to Father Monan and the final decision, that of the students. Perhaps he feels
that after four years at Boston College we
are not capable of making a responsible
decision. I strongly disagree.
He had his own graduation a few years
back, and now it is our time, not his. For
four years he has remained a "token" president to our class and to our school. For this
he should be granted token input into an
event which means so much to so many.
To the students I aks, "Who was last
year's Speaker?" To the UGBC I ask, "is
eight months enough time change this
procedure?"
John Spang
SOM '76

Commentary

Students, Administrators Fail as "Community"
Marc Thibodeau and Shane McDermott
"The community of Boston College is a
place where we develop, in conjunction
with persons who have similar high hopes
for mankind, those distinctivevalues which
the Christian tradition can generate when it
is in contact with the real problems of contemporary experience."
Admissions Bulletin
Boston College, 1975
by

Without accusing Boston College of
engaging in false advertising, the events of
the past week have made the application of
the term "community" to BC a misnomer.
The University Budget Committee
proposed an approximatelyten percent tuition increase to the Board of Trustees, last
week, without informing or consulting
students.
What's most disconcerting is the damage
that has been done to the ideal of the university as a community with responsible
give and take between groups. Historically,
the university has been the breeding ground
for progressive ideas concerning new forms
of social interaction. If this basic process of
communication, and cooperation, cannot
be undertaken in the allegedly enlightened

little world of Boston College, the hope for
it outside these "hallowed (hollow?) halls"
is at best presumptuous.
We are equally con.cerned about the
paternalistic nature of these Administrative
actions, i.e., We know what is best for You.
Though not carrying all the insidious implications of the master-to-slaveand Divine
Right King to Subject relationships, the
failure of the Administration to permit
more substantive student participation in
deciding if the tuition hike is necessary does
connote such paternalism. Just as students
cannot make claims to be omnipotent in
matters of budgetary formulation, administrators cannot presume to have
profound insight with regard to student
feelings a/id ability to pay.
In this budgetary crisis, students are not
contending possession of expertise, but the
University administration is forcefully
asserting its reputed grasp of community
needs and wishes.
It is inconceivable to us that the financial
administrators responsible for this
budgetary proposal had no inkling that a
major tuition increase was written on the
wall long before last week. If this increase
was predictable, why was no mention made

to students in the form of a letter or
through a town meeting (which even the
most pastoral New Hampshire folk deem
necessary) of the reasoning and im-

plications behind the decision? Was the Administration afraid? Unprepared ?
Rather than the above explanationsas to
Administrative actions, the crux of the
matter is probably lack of student concern
for matters of community welfare, which
through its repetitive nature provides at
least some justification for the Administration'sbehavior. We are not referring to the post-Berkeley loss of student concern, nor do we assert this to be true, (its
veracity was amply demonstrated by the
lack of student activism at last Thursday's
"Demonstration"). Rather we are addressing ourselves to the general disinclination of students to get involved in any and
all matters concerning the University. Due
to this inactivity, the University's action
comes as no surprise. If indeed any
legitimacy may be found in the application
of "community" to BC, then the failure of
successful interaction and definitive student
involvement must rest with the student as
well as administrator.
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BC Assists District III in Intiating Chapter 766
6. The major focus and plan must receive
wide-scale support from all segments of the
District 111 'community.
Concomitant with these discussions, the
Planning Team spent the first ten days of
the six-week surhmer planning period carrying out a needs assessment of the district
which includes nineteen elementary, middle, and high schools with a projected
enrollment of over 8,000 students. Through
the use of questionnairesand personal contacts with a wide variety of parents,
teachers, administrators, and representatives from local community groups not
only did a clearer picture evolve of what the
district was like as a whole, but more
specifically, what were the most critical
needs within this educational system as
perceived by respondants.
As one can imagine, the feeback from
District 111 regarding their perceived needs
was varied. The discussions as to the Most
critical need which was to serve as the major focus of the planning efforts was, shall
we say, lively, animated and lasted several
days. As.a result of these discussions,- the
Planning Team agreed upon the highest
priority need which would become the central focus of their collaborative efforts. The
Planning Team then proceeded to developa
working paper which they felt reflected
their perception of the needs of the District
and a plan to meet those needs. The goals
and rationale of this document appear
below:

by Dr. George Ladd
Twenty one Boston area universities were
ordered by Judge W. Authur Garrity, Jr. to

"share in the direction and development" of
educationalprograms during the implemenation of Phase II in the desegregation of the
Boston Public School System, last April.
Boston College was assigned to assist
District 111, which includes West Roxbury,
Roslindale. Thefollowingarticleis an outline
of what BC did with the 'school system over
the summer months, and the proposed plan
which the two drew up together.
The approach taken regarding the Phase
II collaborative efforts between District II
and Boston College was to facilitate the
determination of the community's most
critical need(s) and a plan or plan(s) which
they felt wouldbest meet those needs. At no
time did Boston College attempt to influence this initial effort by coming in with
an established plan or preconceived notions
as to what the community should or should
not do. The 22 parents, students, teachers,
and administrators selected by the community to act as their Planning Team, according to the feedback we received at the
end of the summer effort, were pleasantly
surprised by this.
The Planning Team, which represented
all educational levels (elementary, middle,
and secondary), determined very early in
the planning process that certain basic understandings or assumptions would have to
be agreed to in order to arrive at a viable
plan. As a result, the following statements
were adopted and utilized as the guidelines
for all planning efforts:

Goals and Objectives
1. Disseminating information concerning
1. The educators in District 111 are the processes detailed in Chapter 766 of the
professionals and, as such, are capable of General Laws of Massachusetts to parents,
community groups, and educators in
carrying out educational tasks without the
District 111.
or
College
of
Boston
direct involvement
any other outside source.
2. Training District 111 teachers and ad2. The need which is ultimately selected ministrators to identify children with
to serve as the major focus of the special needs and to carry out both
collaborative effort should be that which qualitutive and quantitativeobservations of
the District 111 'community' perceives as its these students.
most critical one. Hence, any program
developed attempting to meet this need will
3. Implementing a referral system
be single rather than multipurposed.
which a student, who is exhibiting
through
3. The plan that is developed is to provide a continued or substantial acute behavior,
of
a magnet service to all children District which is detrimental to himself or herself,
111 and not a particular school or age level. can receive assistance. Implicit in this objec4. The plan must ultimatly be tive is the expectation that all standard
assimilated and adopted by the Boston procedures of support have been explored
School Department and District 111 After and exhausted.
Phase II has been implemented.
4. Establishing a model Diagnostic Referral
5. The plan must have the capability of: Center (DRC) for referred students with
a. being flexible enough to include a attendant staffand facilities which, within a
possible adaptation of need within the maximum of a 40 day period, will: a) create
generally determined focus of its operation. an environment conducive to a student's
b. integrating established community- educational development while at the
center, and b) allow for the proper
business services into its structure.

diagnosticprogram to be carried out as well
as to formulate a proposed prescriptiveeducational system.
5. Operating a training program for the
specific leacher(s) and administrative
designees who will be directly responsible
for the implementation of the prescriptiveeducational program of those students
returning from the Center and integrated
into the home-school setting.
6. Installing an effective "follow-up"
program which will ensure proper implementation and work toward the accomplishment of the objectives of each
referred student's prescribed program.
7. Establishing a mechanism by which
monitoring and evaluation of the teacher
training and activities associated with the
Diagnostic Referral Center can take place.
8. Planning collaborativelyby DRC personnel with the Boston Public Schools to
facilitate the assimilation of the Diagnostic
Referral Center as an integral function of
the educational system.
George Ladd
(continued on page 8)

Quinlan

When the court appointed Masters an-

nounced their plan for the implementation

regards to the university in particular.
There was an air of pessimism."
Kelley went on to explain, "People
perceived that BC would do the dictating,
and we would do the writing." However,"
said Kelley, "It was a pleasant, enjoyable
experience for both sides. The openess of
the people from BC was gratifying. The
people from BC wanted the frustrations
and needs of the people from District 3 to
be the focus."
Boston College proved it 'openess', according to Kelley, by coming to the
teachers, parents, and students in the corn-

of Phase II last April, many peoplethought
that the directive for Boston area universities to aid in curriculum planning for the
schools, was a good idea in theory, but were
skeptical of how well the public schools and
the universities would actually work
together. The people of Boston have always
resented the universities because of their
tax-exempt status, their non-Bostonian
faculty and students, and their academic
and social elitism. The relationship that
now exists between some of the universities
and public schools has justified these fears.
In their attempt to plan a theatre arts
program, Brandeis caused a racial split
among the faculty at English High.
However, Boston College has worked well
with the community of District 3, and been
sensitive to their needs in helping them plan
programs for exceptional children, according to a teacher and a parent from the district, who worked on the planning committee with BC.
Jack Kelley, 766 Unit Teacher, and Core
Evaluation Chairperson at the Lewenberg
Middle School, and one of the committee
workers, said, "The public schools have
had a closed minded attitude towards
groups and institutions in regards to receiving direct service and help. The use of outside resources was limited. They weren't
made available to us. People entered into
this plan with a very negative attitude in Rozenia Jones

'

University President J. Donald Monan,

S.J., chairs a committee

of

twenty-one

University Presidents whose schools are involved in easing Phase 11, aiding the Public
Schools. Here he talks about the problems
the president deal with, and hisfeelings about
how the schools' involvement is working.
H: What is the objective of the task foree 1
M: Well, originally in March the court appointed Masters asked the colleges and universities if they would assist in improving
the quality of the Boston School System.
They indicated that they would like to
recommend that as part of a plan the
Judge would make a section of the court
order, and we agreed to do that. At that
time the indication was that the assistance
would be provided through a machinery of
actual contracts, and there was no clear way
in which the contractual obligationswhich
we would be assuming could be funded. So
after we wrote to the Masters and agreed to
do everything we could to improve the
school system, we established a steering
committee of presidents.
Basically the t.wo things we wanted to do
were tolook into the nature and the scope of
what sort of contractual obligations we
would have, and secondly see in what way
the contractual obligations could be fulfilled. All of us recognized, at least in the
private sector, that you can't simply take
resources ultimately from the tuitions and
the voluntary gifts of people that are given
to Boston College, and expend them on the
public school system. We wanted to find

.

Tom

Pet r

Jack Kelley

ways of identifying sources that would pay
for the expenses that we would necessarily
incur in providing that assistance.
Essentially through the summer those are
the two things that we worked on. We
worked on a way of drawing up a very
generalized contract that would be unique
enough to reflect the very unusual type
relationship that we had with the schools,
and at the same time be broad enough to be
able to encompass the fact that every one of
these 21 programs are very different.
In a little over a month and largely
through the cooperation of Commissioner
of the State department of Education, we
had identified funds that they were going to
make available,and had set up the form of
a contract, and had encouraged every
college and university to establish a formula
for getting in touch with the faculty of the
school, the parents of the school districts
and the students themselves, and out of that
came a project.
By and large that was pretty much our
summer work. At this point, most of those
summer projects have been completed,
basically they were planned projects to
create a new proposal for a year long or two
or three year long operation,and at the moment what we're doing, with the assistance
of the Lincoln-Filene Center, is keeping
liason with all of the coordinators on every
campus, to provide what assistance we can
in drawing up the proposals for new projects.
H: In light of the fact that the universities
were ordered by the courts to participate in
the plan, what has been their cooperative
spirit?

munity and asking them what they thought
was their most critical need. The biggest
fear of the community had been that BC
would walk in, and tell everyone what to
do, and how to do it. The community was
surprised and relieved when this did not
happen.
A committee of about twenty people,
consisting of teachers, parents, and students
from the community, and people from BC,
met for ten days at the beginning of the
summer and tried to decidewhere there was
a need which applied to all 19 schools in the
district. (continued on page 8)
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Monan Discusses TaskForce

District 3 Pleased with BC Relationship
by Joan

5
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M: I think it has been exceptionallygood,
and I think the best proof of that is that all
21 institutions were able to mobilizeas fast
as they jiid, to work under extraordinary
deadlines, with schools closing, with
faculties leaving, and at the same time
moblize all of these resources and get the
proposal actually in to meet a June 30th
deadline. There are all sorts of varieties of
impressions that I would say the people
have. I would say by and large, that
everyone who has been involved with the
individual school or school district, has
come away very enthused, %nd the more
closely they've gotten involved in it the
more interested they have become. New
ideas are constantly coming forward. At the
moment, perhaps, the biggest problem is
going to be that there are going to be too
many ideas and too many proposals to be
able to meet the limited funds that are
available.
H: How long is this plan supposedto run for?
M: Judge Garrity, when he issued the
original court order, indicated that he
would retain jurisdiction over the school
system for three years. We would expect
therefore, to remain in this cooperative
stance for at least that long. And of course,
what one is looking forward to is that out of
this type of cooperation will perhaps
develop some long range and continuous
means of colleges and high school systems
working together.
(continued on page 8)

Enterprises", is a perfectly matched mismatch as the pure artist and pure hustler
find they can fit into each other's grooves.
John Peter Friar, the director, is as much a
boon on the side of art as Duddy is on the
side of the buck. The combination leads,
after a few brilliant preliminary scenes, to
"Happy Bar Mitzvah, Bernie," a filmwithin-a-film that is a pure gold bar of
hilarity. The attempt of the pompous artist
to strike art out of a commercial form that
is inalienably artless is both a brilliant display of wit and a penetrating insight. Here,
Duddy Kravitz is telling us. is proof that art
is not ever and always the greatest good.
This insight is only one of the lighter
elements in directing a central thrust of the
film. When added up, all these elements tell
us that the world of Duddy Kravitz is a
vicious one where only the rats can ever win
or even hope to compete. Toward the film's
conclusion, when Duddy growsup a bit and
his antics are no longer cute, things grow
very dark indeed. It's here that some of
Duddy's most serious betrayals and misdeedsbear their most bitter fruit and we get
to look at Duddy for the beast he is below
all the yuks. The brillianceof the film lies in
its ability to remain a comedy while laying
the foundations for the revelations about
Duddy, and possibly about the human
nature, that it is to expose. These intimations of censure come even in the comic
episodes for it hits us after awhile that, unlike Chaplin, Keaton or Allen, when we
laugh at Duddy's manic adventures we are
very often laughing not aUDuddy but at his
victims. His victims pile up as the film
progresses, and their wounds become
deeper, until the script and small changes in
Duddy's character require us to lay aside
mirth and look on what Duddy has left in
his climb to the top.
At the end, Duddy stands naked and it is
have accepted it for so long they rarely a shocking discovery. It is shocking not
mind it any more (in fact, Duddy, in true simply because he does not turn out fine in
Duddy fashion, profits greatly from it). But the end and we see him for what he is, but
the vision here is much darker than a simple also because we understand him, we know
indictment of prejudice and oppression. why he is what he is. These insights
sometimes come to us from the mouth of
The Jews themselves are revealed to be guilty of pedestrian bigotry against the goyim, Duddy himself - as when he confronts his
and occasional glimpses of prejudice dying uncle, a rich man who has always
against the French-Canadians are casually held his pushy nephew in contempt. In this
dropped into this stew of human ugliness. scene, one of the most emotionally powerAnd yet, a good deal of Duddy Kravitz is ful in the film, Duddy explains himself and
comedy, and not necessarily of the darker we know, both from the internal strain he
order. The major reason for this anomaly is draws his speech from and from earlier
scenes that attest to its authenticity, that
the character of Duddy himself - he's charming and lovable before and between his this is in some way a justification of the
more vicious moments. Hustling, grabbing monster Duddy has become.
The true nature of Duddy and the
scratching, running about in a manic frenzy, Duddy catches the hearts of the sources of that nature are also revealed to
audience almost as much as he does those us in moments whose meaning are closed
of his business partners. His hyper-activity off to Duddy himself. Thus, a large part of
is as much a source of humor as that of any the film's success and power comes from
great comic genius, from Chaplin and the cutting irony that holds throughout, increasing as the film goes on. This irony
Keaton to Woody Allen.
This becomes especially true in contrast provides some of the film's most humorous
to or in conjunction with other characters. moments; but it also provides some of its
And it is most apparent when Duddy teams most serious ones, as well.The latter give us
up with a boozy, blacklisted English direc- the Duddy Kravitz we must finally take out
tor to make films for weddings and bar of the theatre and taste for hours after. This
mitzvahs. Their company, "Dudley Kane Duddy is a reverse tragic hero. He has no

Portrait of the Mogul
As A Young Man
by Richard Lord

The Allston Cinema, downwind on Harvard Aye., seems intent on establishing
itself as a Home for Disadvantaged Films.
Scattered amongst its offerings of first and
quick second-run features is a regular run
of films the management of the Allston feels
have been unjustly neglected. The most
famous member of this latter group is the
unforgivably uneven Harold and
Maude,now pushing through its 73rd week
in an attempt to prove that Bostonians have
worse taste than Minnesotans.
The latest Allston resurrection, however,
is The Apprenticeship of Duddy Kravitz,
atrue exampleof audience perfidy. In a poll
I was asked to do for a Philadelphia
magazine last year, I placed Duddy Kravitz
fourth on my list of ten best films and chose
its star Richard Dreyfuss as best actor and
the fine English actor Denholm Elliot as
best supporting actor for his brief role in
the film. Duddy is the kind of film I always
like to see a few times in a short period, but
unfortunately, after a quick downtown run
and a short skirting of the suburban houses,
Duddy disappeared and seemed condemned
to that limbo of box office flops whose
gates swing open only for a surprise showing on a late Tuesday night TV slot.
Happily, the producers of The Apprenticeship of Duddy Kravitz have decided to
give the flick another chance and it is now
being pushed almost as if it were just released. The plot line involves the doings of
Duddy, a teenager in Montreal's Jewish
ghetto. The time is the late Forties and
Duddy is the "typical post-war teen" in that
he has dreams of becoming a millionaire.
The thing is, Duddy has plans of achieving
this dream by the time he's twenty and, as
the film shows, he has a damn good chance
of doing just that.
Duddy is a manic over-achiever who has
a third eye for any hustle he can get his fork
into. And he does get his fork into a lot of
things - waiting on tables, hacking a cab,
producing commercial films, operating pin
ball machines, real estate. To keep his
precocious hold on this empire, Duddy is
forced to handle all of his relationships at
least partially as business deals. Duddy
trades off favors, emotions and hurts like a
true operator, always aware of the possible
mark-up.

This is a rough face to carry, but Duddy
is not alone in his commitmentto the jungle
ethic. The world of Duddy Kravitz is a cruel,
vicious one in which love and loyalty are
constantly being trimmed for a better spot
in the rat race. This is true not only in the
economic sphere, but also in the social
sphere that pokes its way through the
buyings and sellings. Anti-semitism fills the
air like a cosmic given, where the victims
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The Kostka Letters
Dear Billy,
Hi! How are things at the community
college? It sounded really neat the way you
described it in your last letter. I'm not sure,
but I don't think they have a course in
metal shop here at BC. In fact, they don't
teach anything here that's really practical.
So when I see you at Thanksgiving you can
tell me all about how to tune an engine and
I'll tell you all about logical positivism
okay?
?

Things here are getting better every day.
I'm meeting all kinds of nice kids. Which
brings me to the point of this letter. Billy,
remember our last afternoon in August
down in Lavalette? We talked about my going away to school? Remember you said
that I didn't have to save myself for you,
that I could go out with other guys? Well,
last week I met this guy Kevin. He's a
junior and a really nice guy. As a matter of
fact, he's on the football team (I don't think
you could have seen him on TV at the
they didn't
Notre Dame game, though
put him in until the last four minutes of the
game.) He's been showing me around the
school, introducing me to all his friends and
taking me to parties in the mods and the
hillsides. Although he's been great and 1
really like him, he's just afriend nothing
serious. He'd have to go a long way to ever
?

come close to you.
Well, I feel better now that I've told you.
I knew you wouldn't be mad, but I guess I
just felt kinda guilty. Anyway, I guess
you've heard the great news about Diane
and Eddie. Isn't it neat? I hope I'll be home
in time for Diane's baby shower. I bought
her a pair ofbooties from the BC Bookstore
that say "BC Class of??" on them..They're
so cute! Unfortunately for Diane. Eddie's
at Camp Pendelton in California now, but
her Mom and Dad have been great about it
they've redone her brother's old room as
a nursery, The last time I talked to her on
the phoneshe was a little depressed that Eddie hadn't written in two weeks. He must be
?

very busy!

Speaking of being busy, I've got some
English homework to do. I have to write a
paper (10 pages!) about this book we read.
Portrait of The Artist As A Young Man. It
starts out simple enough, but the more you
read, the weirder it gets. You're lucky you
don't have to take English, but I guess drafting is just as hard. I know I could never do
it! Well, give my regards to Dom and Mark
if you see them at school. Hope to see you
soon.!
Love,

?

fall; in fact, he is still ascending as fi-

ends. But in his ascent, he learns n>
about himself; for indeed, his
knowledge decreases as he climbs.*
rung and then another. Neither do
knowledge of the world grow he a
knew all its harshest rules, and pic
nothing beyond that as he goes alon;
result is a form of irony as profou
much first-rate tragedy, allowing Tf
prenticeship of Duddy Kravitz to scpi
pie coups as both comedy and s
drama.
But even the greatest script in the
(this one was by Mordecai Richler, fr<
novel) could not make all these things
if the other elements of the film we
equally or near equally well-done. Afl
a film is a film and you have to get
you're after up there on the screi
matter how good your ideas are. I f(
do not spill such praise as above ur
find excellence in all areas of the art,"
feel that Duddy Kravitz is in all ways
well-mounted production.
The acting, for instance, is supe
around. Richard Dreyfuss had the t;
giving us Duddy Kravitz and he
brilliant success. Never making a falsi
or throwing up a disingenuous em>
Dreyfuss sets Duddy right in the he
everything, where he belongs, and
allows himself to be upstaged by the
brilliant performers around him. He
effective that at many points in the f
myself felt manic and excited as E

-

swung through another hustle.
Where do you go from here You could
go just about anywhere and be right. Jack
Warden is great as Duddy's father Max, a
crusty old cab driver whose inability to
show emotions cripples his youngest son
and probably renders the son incapable of
emotional development.
Micheline Lanctot, whom I understand is
being blackballed by French-speaking fans
for her role in this film, shows Englishspeaking audiences why the FrenchCanadians regard her as one of their
greatest talents.She is exceptionallysolid as
the woman whom Duddy involves himself,
only to psychologically abuse her time and
time again.
I have demoted Denholm Elliot, who
plays John Peter Friar, from his position as
Best Supporting Actor of '74, but he is still
brilliant in my mind. But equally worthy of
that supporting accolade (I have, by the
way, finally decided that John Huston's
"Noah Cross" from Chinatown was the
most deserving) are a number of members
of this cast.
Let us end then with a few kudos for
Kotcheff. Not only does he show exceptional expertise at directing players, but he
also establishes himself here as a first-rate
caller of shots. His direction is crisp, functional and precise. He keeps the film paced
beautifully and, while he does not try to
make this a "pretty" film, a number of the
shots are so memorable that sitting here a
week later, I can still pull them from my
mind and congratulate Kotcheff.
Kotcheff is to be especially approved for
the way he develops mood. He moves back
and forth through many economic and
social levels, as does Duddy, and knows
how to balance and measure each one
against the other (as well as how to use the
lake, a central imagein the field, to draw on
and then play upon its power as a force of
purity opposed to the sleaziness of the
remainder of Duddy's world).
Perhaps the best description of
Kotcheffs direction is "intelligent." He
knows when to cut within a scene, when to
cut to another scene, where to set the
camera, and how to wrench a tone out of a
scene that would seem incapable of yielding
such a tone. In placing the camera, for instance, Kotcheff shows a feel for the film's
overall conception at every moment. There
is a preponderance of medium and long
shots in this film, which might at first seem
unusual when you consider that the film is a
kind of psychological study. But long and
mediumshots tic Duddy to his environment
and this Duddy is so irretrievably a part of
his environment (he wears his psyche so
openly on his business suit) that this
strategy seems perfect.
All of which is to say that The Apprenticeship of Duddy Kravitz is undeniably one
of the best "new" releases in a while. It will
do your soul well to make it down to the
Allston and catch Duddy before it's taken
away again, for Hollywood and its tentacle
system hate to admit twice that they've
made a mistake.

Ronstadt and Raitt/Equally Great
by Tom Nelligan

Bonnie Raitt
home Plate
Warner BS 2864
Linda Ronstadt
Prisoner in Disguise
Asylum 7E-1045
Almost as predictable as the shortening
of days and falling of leaves is the annual
autumn flood of album releases. Aiming at
the several millionstudents who arrive back
at college, record companies pour forth in
September and October the assemblage of
material that has been building up in their
tape vaults all summer.
The last week of September this year saw
the latest releases by the two most important female interpreters of other people's
songs, Bonnie Raitt and Linda Ronstadt.
Both women seem to be currently performing the job Tom Rush did so well in the
late sixties: turning out eminently listenable
collections of their friends' songs. And
while neither Raitt's Home Plate nor
Ronstadt's Prisoner in Disguise will have
the lasting significance of, say,
Springsteen's Born To Run, both albums are
pleasant, professional, and worth a listen.
Bonnie Raitt has always struck me as being musically schizophrenic. She seems to
constantly divide her talent between semiraunchy, blues-based, white soul and utterly pathetic broken-hearted love ballads"Love Me Like A Man" and"Been Too
Long At The Fair" are good examples of
each genre. On each of her albums to date,
she has jumped back and forth from the
role of hard-drinking mama to etherial
folkie, the former perhaps relating back to
her days on the bar stage at Jack's in Cambridge. The amazing thing is that she
handles both types of material well.
Home Plate continues the split. The
material is divided into soul ("What Do
You Want The Boy To Do", written by
Allen Toussaint, and "Good Enough" by
John and Johanna Hall of Orleans), and
folk (J.D. Souther's confessional "Run
Like A Thief," "My First Night Alone
Without You" by one Kirn Vassey,) with an
additional touch of da Blues ("Sugar
Mama") and country ("Sweet
Shiny
Eyes").
The album also continues Raitt's tradition of switching producers (she's had five
producers in five albums.) This one was
produced by Paul Rothchild, who got rid of
the overdose of strings that plagued Raitt's
last album, Streetrights, and allowed her to
rock out where it seemed appropriate.
Overdubbed background voices are also
I used effectively, notably on "What Do You
The Boy To Do", which at times

threatens to evolve into something out of
Motown circa 1964.
One song deserves special mention:
"Blowing Away," written by former Cambridge resident Eric Kaz, who, if he doesn't
throw himself in front of a truck first, may
eventually emerge as one of the more important depressive songwriters of the seventies. Kaz has two albums of his own out,
neither of which has sold well, but Raitt
versions of a couple of his songs, "Love
Has No Pride" and "cry Like A
Rainstorm," have deservedly become
classics. "Blowing Away" will be another,
with its lonesome piano and Freebo's
melancholic bass, and Raitt crying out the
lines of a perpetual looser's plight:

"I'm blowing away...

These shadows
Keep taking my love and leaving me."

I like it a lot; I suspect a lot of other people
will too.

"Kootch" Kortchmar and drummer
Russ Kunkel. Where Raitt leans towards
When it comes to musical loosers, Linda blues Ronstadt leans toward country, and
Ronstadt has based a career on portraying where Raitt filled her album with previousthe'woman left behind, and Prisoner in ly obscure material, most of Prisoner In
Disguise is another fine collection for those Disguise consists of tight new versions of
late empty nights. It was produced by Peter songs we've heard before.
Asher, who has most recently worked with
James Taylor and brought with him most of
There's Neil Young's "Love Is A Rose,"
Taylor's sidemen, including guitarist Danan uptempo piece with a sharp fiddlebacking from David Lindley of the Jackson
Browne-Eagles family; James Taylor's
"Hey Mister That's Me Up on The
Jukebox," which could be a universal lament ofevery performer who's ever become
a Name; and Lowell George's rocking
"RoU'em Easy." A couple Motown hits
sneak in, country-twinged: Smokey Robinson's "Tracks of My Tears" (which I
always thought would make a nice folk
song), and the Lamont-Dozier-Holland
classic "Heat Wave," which somebody is
bound to pick up on as a single next July.
Ny

My favorite piece of this set is one of the
two John David Souther songs on the
album: "Silver Blue" (the other is the
album's title track). In style and mood it is

reminiscent of Ronstadt's first solo hit,
"Long, Long Time"a plea to a departed
lover to come back if her ever feels like it,
and a note that he'll always be remembered.
It's a sad, despairing, but defiant songone
realizes that she'll get along without him
after all (Random question: why can't
Souther sing his own stuff this well?).

All in all, Home Plate and Prisoner in
Disguise are a couple fine albums from two
artists at the peak of their talents. Keep up
the good work, ladies.
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(continued from page 51

3. A large number of referrals
The schools which have now (over 900) which were not processbeen brought together in District ed, thus forcing these youngsters,
111 encompass a wide variety of some with severe problems, to recultural backgrounds, ethnic main in the socio-educational engroups, as well as socio-economic vironment for the entire school
levels. Prior to Phase I, these year.
schools operated at" full capacity
4. Attainment of the objectives of
with a stable and experienced staff prescriptive programs could not be
which provided above-average ser- guaranteed because of understafvices to the students. Even though fing and lack of teacher training in
bi-lingual programs were almost the "follow-up" phase of Core
non-existent and space for housing evaluations.
Chapter 750 children was very
Throughout the summer and into
limited, a few schools did have Title the fall, the Planning Team has
I support and were able to augment brought this working paper conthe services available through the taining its assumptions, objectives,
rationale, and the proposed plan
normal channels.
During the 1974-75 academic into both the District 111 and
year, significant changes ocurred in Boston College communities as
the schools of West Roxbury, well as into the State Department
Roslindale, and Dorchester. Not of Education. As the result of the
jnly was Chapter 766 initiated but ffeedback received from these various
;o too were bi-lingual program- sources certain redefinitions,
ming, staff reassig-nments, and clarifications, and some revisions of
'jrade structure changes on the the plan are currently underway as
secondary level. Under normal cir- the proposal is presently being
;umstances the students, parents, prepared which will be submitted in
eachers, and administrators of early November to the State
.vhat was Area 5 could have main- Department of Education for funained the normal socioding.
,'ducational environment were it
Concurrently, I am also attemplot for the severe impact of Phase I ting to establish more informal
lesegregation. The schools most arrangements with District 111 and
mpacted suffered overcrowded the Boston College communities
:onditions, inadequate staff, and within which a broader spectrum of
evere space problems. Phase I con- individuals can be involved with
ributed significantly to more than each other. The goal of these
,500 referrals under Chapter 766 arrangements will be to facilitateimanating from District schools. such things as advance placement
The full impact of Phase Ion of students, seminars on a variety
District 111 schools surfaced in a of areas in the arts and sciences for
lumber of areas, most of them teachers, cultural events for
entering on Chapter 766 and in- students at all levels such as plays
etc., and the many other things
:luded:
1. Lack of staff to carry out which can take place between peoeacher and administrative training ple from both communities sitting
n the identification and observa- down with each other and working
ion of children with special needs. out the "logistics." These efforts
2. Lengthy time, in months are those which will not take
ather than weeks, required to carry monies from the state, Boston or
>ut a full core procedure on the college; and I feel very strongly
tudents.
that these shared activities will have

great mutual benefits to both communities.
I am very happy with the way
that the summer and this fall's
planning efforts have worked out.
There is no question that the plan
developed this past summer

represents what the District HI
community perceives is its most
critical need. They have and will
continue to support it and from all
indications so will the State Department of Education officials who
will be providing monies to both
Boston College and District 111 for
its implementation. But more importantly, I feel that the summer ef-

forts have established a foundation
of mutual trust and understanding.
This, above all other things, had to
be done if any plan was to have any
lasting effect on the District 111 and
the Boston communities.
Dr. George Ladd, is an associate
professor in theSchool of Education,
and is Co-Director, District 111,
Boston College Phase II Planning.

Attract Parents by Improving Education
(continued from page 51

plete coverage of college costs
H: Some of the schools don't have through
the summer.
think in
schools of education, or much ex- every case there are I
occasions
perience in school systems, so what
where individuals do contribute a
are some of the specialproblems you considerable amount of their time
to
deal
with
this
task
have
in
force? in a voluntary way that they're doM: I don't have a complete grasp ing as a public service to the City of
of each individual school. But hav- Boston because this is extraoring a school of education is not a dinarily important to the future of
necessary qualification to help. For this city, and I think all of us felt a
example Brandeis developed a very civic obligation.
excellent program in theatre arts,
H: What has been the reaction of
that's one of their specializations.
most
of the communities to having
Another college that may not have
the universities stepping in to help
school
of
education
a
may be very
them?
strong, say in Chinese literature, or
Chinese history and with the M: I think every school was a little
Chinese community in Boston they concerned about the sort of recepcan be very helpful. So, I think the tion they would receive because of
more surprising thing is the variety failures in the past where there had
and the imaginationin a lot of these been cooperative efforts, and for
programs. And that has been part other more personal reasons. As far
of the trick of the thing, to get an as I know every single school has
honest analysis of what people in been very, very well received, inwelcomed,
the schools feel are their needs and deed
welcomed
.
because
the teachers
what the college thinks its strength
are, and to bring those two things have had a rough time in the city. It
is very good for them to feel that
together.
H: There was the question of the some colleagues from the colleges
commitment of monies. Has there are also there willing to assist them
been any difficulty in the commit- and understanding what they're
ment ofresources and people, on the trying to do. We had a meeting this
summer of all of the project coorpart of the colleges?
dinators from everyone of the
M: No, there hasn't been thus far. schools, and we just went around
That's why I say we were very for- the table, and one man sort of
tunate in the fact that Com- summed it up in the end. He said,
missioner Henrick did make "you know, things were going great
available $19,000 worth of magnate with our school, and I figured there
school money that was already ap- must be something wrong with me,
propriated, so that there was com- but, he said.the more I hear people
talk, I realize that everyone has had
a great experience, with this? I had
one woman come up to me, and she

.

said, "Father, I am just thrilled by
the way this thing is going.
The important thing is that any
type of significant educational
change takes time, and we're going
to have to wait and work at these
things, and see a year from now
where we are. The beginning has
been very good. The beginnings
have been far better then anyone

expected.
H: Do you think the universities
participation is or will have a definite
impact on the easing of

desegregation?

M: Well, I think that impact will
increase in the sense that part of the
purpose of this whole thing was to
help parents to understand that the
education at each of these schools is
really being improved. When the
schools have very individualized
programs, for example, if they
specialize in technical education, or
if they specialize in theatre arts
there will be a much greater
willingness on the part of parents to
send their students, their children,
to a specialized program that is of
good quality - to send them voluntarily, to any part of the city
without the necessity of any type of
forcing. That's the part that I think
is going to as time goes on, improve more and more, as these
programs actually get functioning,
and as they have an impact on the
quality of the programs, I think
they will be much more interested
in having children travel.
Interview conducted by Joan
Quintan.

BC and The Community
(continued from page 5)
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trict, and which BC would be
capable of assisting them with.
There was finally a consensus, that
with the reassignments of children
during Phase 11, children with
special needs might not receive the
services they should. BC could help
the community design a program to
meet these needs.
"The magnitude and scope of the
mandate the judge had handed
down was an awesome task," said
Kelley. "It was impossible to meet
the needs of 9,000 kids. By putting
the focus on 766 each group would
be effected."
"We were also trying to tap as
many resources as we could from
the coljege," added Kelley. "This
plan brings in the School of Social
Work, Nursing, special ed, psychology, etc. We were indeed getting a commitment out of more
than one department."
Mrs. Rozenia Jones, a teacher's
aid from Dorchester, said,
"Everyone got along beautifully on
the committee. I really enjoyed the
four weeks, and learned a lot.
Everyone worked together as a

family." She added, "I never had
any ill feelings because the children
needed the services. It was a good
idea these colleges wanted to help
solve these problems."
District 3 and Boston College,
under the direction of Dr. George
Ladd from the School of Education, haveestablished a good working relationship in the planning
stages of their venture together.
Such a relationship is certainly unique in the history of relations
between the Boston Public School
System and Boston universities. In
the months ahead as the two try to
gain funding and try to implement
their program, it should be interesting to see how that
relationship holds up. Right now
however, Jack Kelley asserts,
"There is an openess, sharing, and
caring on both sides."

PIANO and VOICE

ZAGREB
STRING

LESSONS
given by Sister M. Rosina
Casey, O.S.F. Mount Alvernia
Academy, Chestnut Hill, Mass.
Beginning October 13, 1975
.Please call: 244-3696, 244-3657
(5:15 7:00 best time.) Limited
number accepted.

-

For a free booklet on mixology write:GIROUX, P.O. 80x2186G, Astoria Station,New York, N.Y. 11 102
Giroux is a product of A-W BRANDS, INC. a subsidiary of IROQUOIS BRANDS LTD.

PEABODY MASON
MUSIC

FOUNDATION
presents

PROARTE

QUARTET
performing

SCHUBERT,

Quartet Op. 125
BRAHMS. Quintet Op. 115
WED.. NOV.S. 8:30 PM
SANDERS THEATER
ADMISSION FREE

lor req'd tickets, send a slumped self addressed
envelope to Peahody Mason. Bo\ IS3co. Boston
02117
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Paul McPartland
Boston College's newly-formed
orchestra held its first
organizationalmeeting Oct. 9th.
The orchestra is the result of the
efforts of seniors Mary Maxfield
and Sherry Ryan and sophomore
Peter Kwiatek to provide an outlet
for the musical talents of BC
students.
They began early in September
by posting signs and placing
notices in The Heights. C. Alexander Peloquin. director of the
University Chorale, became interested in the concept and agreed
to help organize and conduct the
orchestra.
Maxfield said, "We felt that the
absence of an organization such as
an orchestra left a gap at BC. The
musical potential of this campus
has been untapped."
The first problems facing the
group is the availability of instruments for its members, according to Maxfield. Some students
are able to play but do not own
their own equipment. She hopes
they will be able to borrow from the
university and other prganizations,
and feels they may receive universi-

ty support to cover the cost of sheet
music.
The premiere performance of the
orchestra, in concert with the
Chorale, is tentatively scheduled
for early December. However,
Maxfield stressed that all interested
students will be welcome to try-out
and join at any time during the
year. Especially needed are those
experienced with the violin or

U.S. PUBLIC HEALTH
HOSPITAL needs
Fieldwork & Volunteer Workers
for
Library
Dietary
?In-patient Nursing
?Information Desk
?Arts & Crafts
?Processing
Call Mrs. Libby
782-3400, ext. 237

WHAT? A special "talent night"
for B.C. performers to share their

(Continued from

viola.
Ultimately the orchestra's goal
according to Maxfield, is to become
a full-strength symphony orchestra
recognized as an independent campus activity with college funding.
Maxfield believes the existence of
an orchestra will be a significant
factor to induce a greater number
of musically inclined students to attend BC.

Food Poisoning Levelling Off
continuedfrom page I
people. He stated, "You can get
contaminated by drinking out of
some one's glass or using
someone's towel. Bacteria is in the
bowel movement, and if you don't
wash your hands after using the
toilet, you have microscopic
bacteria on your hands." He also
stated that the illness cures itself.

- WANTED Performers: Musicians,

Who.

dancers, poetry and/or dramatic
readers, mime acts ...

art.

WHEN? November 7 -8. 8-12 pm

?

?

WHERE? O'Connell Student
Union, in the famous Grand Hall.

HOW? Sign up or call: See the staff

eprson on duty at O'Connell (nightly 7 - I) or call 969-0100, x 2589 or x
2266.

and evening sessions will be held at
New England Life Hall in Boston.
page 21
organization and presentation of Contact Carolyn Stewart at 227-5967 for details.
courses.
Congresswo m an Margaret Would you like a newspaper
Hecklerand other members of the Internship next summer? The
National Commission for the Obser- Newspaper Fund is sponsoring a
vance of International Women's program for college juniors which
Year will come to Massachusetts include:
I) Help in financing newspaper
on Oct. 14 to hear testimony on
work
of
women
issues
concern to area
2)Pre-internship training in
Friday will be the last day for senior copywriting
portraits. Only a limited number of
3) Salaries paid by newspapers
appointments available, so don't be
4) Scholarships for those comleft out.
pleting the internship.
On Friday, Oct. 31, Dracula is Opportunities in copywriting are
scheduled to appear at O'Connell's offered at no cost to collegejuniors.
old-fashioned Halloween party. The The Fund believes newspapers
party will begain after sundown must continue to identify and enand run through the witching hour. courage the nation's top college
Be sure to disguise yourself in a writers and editorsto help them get
costume. Tickets, $6 per couple, for a fast start toward a newspaper
the haunting event are on sale at career. Contact Marylynne
McElroy Ticket booth. Authentic Heussner at the Career Planning
ghosts admitted free.
and Placement Center for
The hearings will be held at applications. Hurry, Dec. 1,1975, is
Wheaton College in Norton on the the deadlinefor ALL completed enmorning of the 14th and afternoon tries.

NEWSBRIEFS

First Meeting of BC Orchestra
by

causing some tests to come out

negative. As a result, the original
case is most likely well by now.
Dr. Mazur said that the outbreak
has been leveling off. Fewer
students have been reporting with
intestinal problems and no one has
been sent to the infirmary in the last
two days.

LET US HELP YOU LOVE YOUR HAIR WITH A
NEW
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SPEEDREADING
Read 300 pages in less than one and one half hours, with
comprehension of 80% or better * Individual Instruction *
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MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

b

SB

service
educational reading
N«wto>TC«ntTt
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?

«

(Near College Sub Shop)
For 2 weeks ending Oct. 25th
$3.00 Rebate on all Blow Cuts with B.C.

*
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I.D.

This Includes you MEN too!

2 bucksoff.

in English
? All academic credits transfer
Courses offered each semester in
the following areas:
? Classes taught

*

ANTHROPOLOGY
STUDIES

?

HISTORY

?

?

BUSINESS & ECONOMICS

LIT.

ENGLISH & ITALIAN

ITALIAN

PSYCHOLOGY

?

?

PHILOSOPHY

THEATRE

?

?

?

?

CLASSICAL

FINE ARTS

?

POLITICAL SCIENCE ?
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?

350 schools represented over 13 years
? Campus villa houses some 275 students
MANY STATE SCHOLARSHIPS TRANSFER
APPLICATIONS ACCEPTED NOW FOR
"76 SPRING SEMESTER & 1976-77 ACADEMIC YEAR
FORINFORMATION MAILTO: LOYOLA UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
ROME CENTER OFFICE. 6525 N. SHERIDAN RD., CHICAGO. ILL. 60626
School

Name

City

Slate

A delicious Sirloin Steak
plus
golden brownFrench Fries
plus
1 frosty pitcher of beer
plus
all the salad you want to make.
Steak, pitcher of beer and more. Now only $3.95.
Sunday through Thursday, with this ad

EMERSONS"
Cocktails, wine and beer available.

Expires 12/75. Not K»od with other discounts or promotions.

Frammgham 1280Worcester Road (Route 9) ?879-5102
Peabody- Routes 1 & 128 N?535-0570
Newton? 1114 Beacon Street at 4 Comers?96s-3530
Lawrence? 7s Winthrop Avenue (Route 114)?687-1191

RC

?

Address
Zip
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Randolph- 493 High Street (Routes 28 & 128)-986-4466
East Providence? l94o Pawtucket Avenue (Routes 44 and 1-A)?434-6660
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GSA to Assume More Active Role In Representation
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Andrea Lichota
This year, the Graduate Student
Association (GSA) views its main
goal as giving graduate students a
voice on campus, said Coordinator
James May.
The GSA was established three
years ago. May stated, "In practice
grads were basically forgotten
about. Our overall goal for the year
is to make clear to the administration that we're still here. We're not
operating against the undergrads
by any means."
May said he recognizes that
graduate students are disenchanted
with the GSA and he hopes to
change this. "Many people viewed
the GSA's function as only giving
parties," May said. "This is not a
justified charge. Social gatherings
are important, but are not the
primary part. Our goal is to convince graudate students that we're
intending to meet their needs on
by

campus"."

To realize this goal, May plans to
place graduate students on all university committees and to establish
liasons with all university offices.
His. top priorities are, placing a

graduate student on the Budget for graduate students. Also on his tion to keep graduate students inCommittee, in light of the projected list are plans to demand an increase formed of university events. Office
tuition hike.
in the stipends for teaching fellows hours reflect times when most
By establishing contacts and and assistants which have remained graduate students are on campus.
organizing the graduate students. unchanged for more than five The office is open at night on Mon-

May hopes to push for university years.
housing and better job placement
In conjunction with UGBC, the
GSA has been working on a legal
aid program. Under this program,
legal aid would be available to all
students for free or at a minimal
fee. A referendum for this is to be
issued to the whole student body in
November.
In addition to the administrative
end of the organization, the GSA
acts as a clearinghouse for informa-

by Mark Frederick

The Boston College Colleague, a
bi-weekly paper written and distributed by the BC Office of Public
Relations began publication three
weeks ago today.
The four pagepaper will serve as,
GSA Coordinator Jim May is seek- "a bulletin board for the faculty
ing a more active role for graduate and staff of Boston College," said
students.
Joseph Sullivan, staff writer for the

Donahue

Susie

themselves to guiding adolescent girls
who have personal, social, and family

The kind of girl who has crumbled
under the awesome pressures of a
disrupted home and an inconsistent
society. The adolescent girl who has
built a wall around herself and who
will nevergrow up emotionally unless
love breaks through to free her.
The Sisters Of The Good Shepherd who are religiously committed
and professionally trained dedicate

As psychologists, child care and
social workers* teachers, nurses, recreafion leaders, and in other fields,
the sisters strive through love, understanding, and total commitment to
Christ to help these girls find themselvesand God again.
Do you have a deep interest in
others? Would you like more infor- ;\u25a0-,
matiort on our apostolate of caring?
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Public Relations Office and editor
of the Colleague. It will report campus news, as well as news about
personnel, promotions and
retirements at BC.
"As time has gone by, Boston
College has grown from a small
college to a large university community. In that time we feel that
communications between fellow
staffers, teachers and the university
have dulled somewhat," said
Sullivan. "The Colleague is for
communication at BC between
colleagues."
Sullivan said the The Colleague
is still developing and stressed that
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BC Optical Shop
New Low Fees

For $3 TheRed Baron !
i will give you theT-shirt if
f his back.!
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The Red Baron thinksThe Red
Baron is such a fantastic
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Subvarsity basketball sign-up period
Thurs, Oct. 16 and Friday, Oct. 17,
3:30-5:30 pm, Roberts Center Lob-

ItalianRestaurant
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"it is not a newspaper."
"Many people had the impression that we and The Heightswould
be in some sort of competition, but
this is not true. We are a newsletter
and such is the way we intend to
stay."
Sullivan also stressed that the
Colleague is an "in-house organ"
and would not cover as broad an
area as the other university
publications, Focus and Bridge.

Home Style Food,
Pizza, subs
Comer of Washington St.
and Commonwealth Aye.
Open 7days a week
I lam to 12pm Sun. 3:30- 12p.m.

fl

Madonna Hall
Cushing Hill Drive, Marlboro, MA 01752

Name
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VocationDirector
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Yes, please send me information.
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She's the kind of young giri that feels
lonely. Feels left out. Feels the whole
world is a hostile place.

.
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days and Wednesdays.
This year, the GSA sponsored
the first university-wide orientation
for graduate students. Part of the
program was a booklet published
to help introduce the graduate student to BC and Boston. In addition, a general orientation meeting
was held to discuss graduate student problems. This was followed
up by three workshops for women,
for minorities, and for veterans.
semester.

PR Newsletter Starts Publication

Open new vistas of hope for her.

J I /tCi

From an operational budget of
funded by the graduate
students themselves, $2,000 goes to
pay the salary of the Coordinator
May and $1,000 to the assistant
Coordinator, Pat Canavan. One
third of the budget is allotted to
each departmentalorganization. At
the present time, there are no formal limitations on how the money
is to be used.
The remaining $4,000 is spent on
operating expenses, parties, and
printing costs. May also hopes
some of the money will go to a
speaker series planned for second
$10,000
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Box 250, Hicksville, N.Y. 11802

I Name
I

sweaters

!

I AddreSS
State
Zip
1 City
Circle
Size:
S
M
L
XL
|

1 Down a Seagram's Gin

J Red Baron tonight.

CAMPUS SPECIAL!
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Seagram's Gin Red Baron, Dept. 13,

Telephone extension 170

M

getting one is very
easy. Justfill out the
m cou P on an<^
us
a check or money order for $3. Allow about
delivery.
for
4to 6 weeks
1 And while you're waiting, try a Red
H Baron. It's delicious.
?' ust Pour oz Seagram's Gin over
e'
oz' oran ge Ju >ce a dash of
stir and serve with a wedge
grenadine,
I
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Located in the
Bookstore

Offervoid where prohibited.}
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iNewton Centre

SHETLAND SWEATER-70 Shetland wool,
,u llcry|ic machine washable, many allraclive
swea,ercolors
( hoose: Separates, skirts, slacks, coordinates,
outerwear, blouses, a large selection of
sweaters for men & women.

-wclenave.

off 6.11 BKACON ST.

244-4381 Qpcn Mon thru Sm 9 AM , 5:30 PM
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Trustees Delay Tuition Action
(Continued from page 11
Bapst library.
4. Higher costs because ot
Budget Committee approval of extraordinary budget changes this
year.
Campenella will be giving the
details of the long range fiscal plan
to the Budget Committeefor them
to consider. UGBC also possesses
details of next year's budget as well
as the long range plan. Markell and
Deskins will be scrutinizing these
plans in the next few weeks.
Although a stay has been
granted, Markell told the Heights.
"Even though we have got
sometime, it doesn't mean the tuition won't go up $225, you still

have the problem of balancing the
budget." M;irkcll felt the important
thing was that it "helps in looking
at further increases in future expenses and maybe being able to do
something about them."
Deskins felt that the time "has
given us the chance to ascertain the
facts." He added that it gives us
more time to look at the books and
uncover excess expenses." He told
the Heights that UGBC will "look
superficially over everything, all the
major expenses" and "within three
weeks, have findings."
These findings will be brought to
the students and especially the
budgeting committee as alternatives to $225 tuition hike.

Boston Author Day Held

by Marie Ann Fleming
An Author's - Publisher's Day,
assembling prominent authors
from among BC faculty and influential publishers from the
Boston area, was held Oct 9th.
Sponsored by the BC Bicentennial
Committee, it served to unite faculty authors and other members of
the community to discuss the
realities of the publishing world.
Among authors giving presentations were Benedict S. Alper
("Writing About Crime"), Radu R.
Florescu ("Popularizing Scholarly
Research"), Ann W. Burgess
("Research and Writing") and
Mary Daly ("Feminist Ethics").
In addition, Raymond T.
t,1,?
-t-u
r I
cEve
Eagles
The
Takes
a Hard Look at
"Why
B C Tuition
y the
,'

'

increase

?

Live - Wednesday Night 7 pm
WZBC FM 1 90.3

- Tune In -

Newton Bus Schedule Changes
Lunch breaks are

,

-

-

12:30-1:00
1:10-1:40
1:50-2:20

4 buses 8:30 - 10:30 a.m. as follows
1 at 7:40 a.m.
2 at 8:00
I at 8:15
At the time of lunch breaks, 2 buses
3 at 8:30
are running so that there is service
1 at 8:40
as follows:
1 at 8:50
12:00Noon
2 at 9:00
1 at 9:10
12:10
1 at 9:20
12:20
2 at 9:30
1 at 9:40
12:40
1 at 9:50
12:50
2 at 10:00
1 at 10:10
1:00
1 at 10:20
1:10
2 at 10:30
1:30
After 10:30 a.m. 3 buses will run
every 10 minutes until 6:00 p.m.
1:40

'

McNally showed a film, "In Search |
of Dracula." Two panel presen- i
tations, one by editors of The
Heights and Stylus and one by
alumni were also included.
Harvard University Press and
Prentice Hall, two publishing comThousands of Topics
panies who responded to the
Send for your up-to-date, 160Author's Day invitation, furnished
-page, mail order catalog. Enclose
information concerning their par$1.00 to cover postage and
ticular interests.
handling.
According to Professor Burgess,
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE. INC.
Chairwoman of the Author's Day
11322 IDAHO AYE, # 206
Committee, all publishing members
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
of the faculty were extended an in(213) 477-8474
vitation to contribute to the conOur research papers are sold for
vocation of authors. Those who
research purposes only.
accepted were allotted 15-minute
presentations.
periods for
WOMEN!
Men!
JOBS ON SHlps American Foreign No
perience required. Excellent pay. Worldwide
travel. Sumemr job or career. Send $3.00 for
Information. SEAEAX, Dept. E-17 Box 2049.
Port Angeles. Washington 98362.
Campus Plaque Manufacturing needs
on campus representatives. Part-time,
on campus 10-15 hrscwk. Approx. earnings $50-sloo<Swk. Prefer Junior or
Senior students. Contact: A. Nelson
762-0380. am 12 pm.
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2:00, and then back to every 10
minutes.

After 6:00 pm, service is on the half I
hour. There are breaks at:
9:30 pm on the Newton Rte
9:00 pm on Cleveland Circle
There are no buses on the particular route as this time.

THE

1. Find someone who has a freezer.
2. Put a bottle of Jose Cuervo Gold in it.
3. Go away.
4. Come back later that same day.
5. Open the bottle and pour a shot of the
golden, viscous liquid.
6. Drink it with grace and dignity.
Or other people, if they're not around.

J

Cleveland Circle Rte remains the!
same with 10 minute service until I
6:00 pm and same for the evening!
schedule.

LOBBYING
The Pulse program will sponsor a workshop
on "LOBBYING: the Art of Political Persuasion," October 15 at 7:30 pm in McGuinn
110.
The workshop is free & open to the public

Considering Graduate School

Consider the faculty, research facilities, students and programs of the Graduate
School of Arts and Science of New York University; and the unmatched cultural
and research facilities of New York City. A New York University counselor will be
on the Boston College campus to talk about graduate work on Friday, October 17,
1975, from 9:00-10:00 am, at the Career Planning and Placement (enter, 36
College Road. Contact Ms. Ginger McCourt (617) 969-0100, Ext. 564 ir an ap-

UGBC Communications

Committee Meeting
Tuesday, October 14 3PM-

Hillside: c-24
All are welcomed to attend.
JOSE CUERVO*TEQUILA. «0 PROOF.
© Wi. HEUBLEIN. INC.. HARTFORD. CONN.

IMPORTED AND BOTTLED BY

J

Service has been extended Sun- I
Wed evenings on the Newton Rte \u25a0
until 12:00 midnight, Thursday
evenings (both Rtes) until 12:301
am.

pointment.

Z^ 1

J
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News Analysis

Bapst Security Inadequate - And Noone Has a Solution

Jeff Fetter
The Heights conducted an investigation on a Tuesday afternoon
a few weeks ago to discover just
how easy it would be to steal books
from Bapst library.
Five books were lifted in a half
hour, without a problem. Several
were taken from the third floor
study room and two more were
taken from the stacks on the second
and first floors.
When The Heights returned the
books to temporary Library Director Jeanne Aber, she expressed no
surprise at the ease with which they
were stolen. When asked what she
felt could be done to stop the stealing. Aber said she didn't know.
Aber could only estimate at the
number of books stolen. With

countless stacks amounting to over
600.000 books, she said inventory
just would not be worth it.
The Office of Library Director
has considered increased security,
mechanical devices, turnstyles and
all the rest, but found them to act
only as a minor delerent from stealing. "No library has adequate
security." Aber said. "Alarms and
mechanical gadgets only act to keep
the honest students honest."
Aber continued to say that book
stealing is nothing new. She related
that there is just no way to prevent
some books from leaving either out
windows or on the person of people
leaving the library. "It is a moral
problem" Aber said. And the stealing has increased, apparently, with
increasing enrollment.

Senior Vice President Fr. Charles
Closing the stacks would that since it was so easy to steal
Donovan, was also unable to place eliminate all misues of library books, such a system would be an
a number on the books that dis- privileges but is not a great solution improvement. She even suggested
appear annually. "It's just too im- to the problem. As Fr. Donovan giving runners jobs to to unmense a job" to take inventory," he said, "the stacks are an education." employed students in the work-

said. Stolen books are just a case of
convenience" to the student. It is
easier to walk out with the book
than wail in a check out line.
Fr. Donovan did present a possible alternative. Twelve to fifteen
years ago some library director, Fr.
Brendon Connolly, opened the
stacks to the students. Before that
time the stacks were accessible only
to the library staff. When a student
wanted a book, he presented a
written request and a runner would
retrieve the book. Fr. Donovan
suggested that perhaps the stacks
could be closed agian.

He related that many times the card study program.
catalougues are not as effective as
Regardless of what, if anything,
seeing books of related subjects, is done about the stolen library
books, Jeanne Aber placed the
together on the shelf.
The Heights asked several blame where it belongs, "It's not
students how they felt about closing the library staff stealing the
the stacks and book stealing in books," it is the students, stealing
general. One student felt that closed their books and their money.
stacks would be so much of an inconvenience that he wouldn't use It's not too early to think about the
the library any longer. A secondI possibilities for 1975 summer
student agreed, "that would create employment. An Eastman Kodak
one great bureaucratic mess," and I representative will meet with ineliminate "the joy"of finding other terested students Dec. 5, 3:30-4:30,
books of interest in the same areai Career Planning and Placement
of the stacks. Another student feltt Center.
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"Foam Rubber Is Our Business '

FOAM RUBBER

AND POLYURETHANE FOAM &DACRON

For Every Purpose
CUT TO ANY SIZE & SHAPE
AT NO EXTRA CHARGE

C Discount Prices^}
MATTRESSES-CUSHIONS-BOLSTERS
PILLOWS PADS-SHREDDED

IMPORTED
DANISH DESIGN
FURNITURE
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Replacements
Made to Order In
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Discount Center
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PIATfGNUM ITALIC
Just three years out of college, laser technologist Jim Carroll didn't make senior research
physicist at Eastman Kodak Company by acting
timid. So when he had the courage to pit science
against a dread disease, we backed him. Win or
lose.
The medical community enlisted Kodak's
help in training lasers on the war on cancer. We
responded with a pair of 500 million watt laser
systems. And left the rest up to Jim.
.^???^?^???i^????

In time, the lasers proved unsuccessful in
treating cancer, but we'd do it again if we had to.
Because while we're in business to make a profit,
we care what happens to society. It's the same
society our business depends on.
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Eagles Wiped Out by Green Wave; Record Drops to 2-3
by Jim Catapano
A fired up Tulane football team
stunned the Boston College Eagles
17-7. before a sparse crowd of 11.-755 partisans in stormy Alumni
Stadium on Saturday evening, October 11. The defeat now leaves
BC's record at a disappointing 2-3
at the midway point of their 1975
campaign, while the visitors improved to a very respectable 3-2.
The Green Wave, in recording
perhaps its most prestigious victory
to date, succeeded in fairly effectivelybottling up the usually potent
BC offense and its greatly feared
passing attack. The Eagles were
able to move the ball at times, with
some success, however, the Green
Wave refused to break, continuously thwarting each BC penetration.
Offensively, Tulane was for the
most part ineffective against the
physically superior Eagles, but
utilized the "big play" to perfection, capitalizing twice on mis-cues
in the occasionally porous BC
secondary. The two plays, both
long pass completions; accounted
for greater than one-third of the entire Tulane offensive output, but
the opportunistic Green Wave
asserted themselves by scoring on
the breaks that they received and
once doing so, made their leads
stand up against constant BC
pressure.
The turning point, which is a
clear indication of Tulane's opportunism, in the contest came midway
through the third period. After for-

cinq Tulane to punt on their first
offensive series of the second half,
BC marched convincingly from
their own 41 to the Tulane 18,
amassing three first downs in the
process. Seeking to form a cushion
on their slim 7-3 advantage,
quarterback Mike Kruczek handed
the ball off to his usually surehanded running back Earl Strong.
However, on a rainy night such as it
was, no play could be considered
safe and when met head on Strong
lost control of the football and
Tulane's alert defensive end, Bryan
Alexander, quickly pounced upon
the loose ball.
Once given this opportunity, the
Green Wave proceeded to commence an impressive drive of its
own, rapidly moving from their 18
to the 48 yard line. Then, on a second down and eight situation,
Tulane quarterback Buddy Gilbert,
launched a long bomb to his flashy
tailback, Billy Kramer, who caught
the perfect pass in mid stride and
then ran to the BC two yard line
before being stopped. Despite a
frantic goal line stand, tulane finally succeeded in pushing the ball
over on third down, when fullback
Gary Rudick leapt over the entire
BC forward wall to put the Green
Wave into a lead that they would
never relinquish.
/
Later, in the fourth period, the
Green Wave extended its lead to
the final 17-7 count when Gilbert
again found the BC secondary in
peaceful slumber, this time passing

The Tulane offense is temporarily stopped in Saturday night action at Alumni Stadium.
to split end Jaime Garza. A full
eight yards behind the nearest BC

defender, Garza caught the ball on

the Green Wave's 18 yard line
before fumbling. Leading at that
point 7-3, if the Eagles had gone in
for a score, there remains much
doubt as to whether Tulane would
have been able to bounce back
from a 14-3 deficit.
A second opportunity appeared
after Tulane's first touchdown.
Behind 10-7, BC took the ball from
its own 15 yard line and moved impressively until their drive stalled at

the Tulane 40. With a fourth and
four situation, Coach Joe Yukica
sent in his kicking specialist, Fred
Steinfort to attempt a 57 yard FG.
However, Steinfort's boot was well
short and Tulane remained in the
lead.
Then, in their ensuing offensive
series, the Green Wave's Rudick
fumbled at his own 29 and BC's
Kevin Cunniff alertly fell upon the
(continued on page four)

the fifteen and then coasted into the
end zone to secure the victory for
the Green Wave with only two
minutes left in the game.
Quarterback Gilbert, who had an
excellent night, passing for 8 completions in 16 attempts for 179
yards, said of the two long completions, "both were flood route's
with two receivers. I read the cornerback, threw and then left it up to
Kramer and Garza who both made
real fine receptions."
Before this clinching touchdown,
however, BC had numerous opportunities to put points on the
scoreboard in the decisive second
half. Obviously, the first such opAt the end of the game the score read 0-0, a scoreless deadlock.After
portunity was when BC marched to
one hundred ten minutes of soccer, inclusing two overtime periods,
Boston University and BC played a game that ended in a tic.
To the casual observer it wouldappear that the teams wereeven. The
score states that it was nothing for BC and nothing for BU. Isn't5 that
supposed to mean the two squads have almost identical strengths Not
necessarily, because soccer is unique as a sport. In many instances, the
superior team does not win a particular game.
total offense with 1,682 yards led Navy's passing game in 1974
by Allan Cohen
Every other sport played in the US,excluding the intricate sport of
As the Eagles stride through mid- (420.5 a game). The Mids are sixth competing 41% for 656 yards. baseball, produces a winner which is the superior team, almost without
season, Navy, with anchors far in the country in rushing offense After four games this season, exception. In basketball for instance, the dominant team will control the
away, arrivesfor Gamenumber six, with an average of 324 a game. Poirier has already zipped 17 of 35 ball longer, resulting in more shots at the hoop, which in turn means
the season's last night game. Defensively, Navy is third in the for 260 yards. Not bad for a more points will be scored.
Boasting a new image that includes country in total defense, allowing quarterback with a coach who calls
Scoring is what sets soccer apart. Despite possessing such a large
national attention, the Midshipmen 90.2 yards each game.Those defen- for the ground game 85% of his receptacle, soccer is the lowest scoring sport of all. The ball simply does
are sailing towards their first win- sive figures are also the best in the plays. Poirier, a native of Califor- not control off the foot as it does with use of the hands. Ttie big size of
nia, has a favorite target in the field (120 yds. by 60 yds.) also hampers scoring opportunities. These
ning season since 1967. Wins have East.
Coached by former mid-1950s sophomore receiver Mike Galpin. obstacles prevented the Eagles from easily defeating BU, because for
come over Virginia, Connecticut,
and Air Force while the lone loss Navy quarterback, George Welsh, Averaging close to twenty yards per anyone who watched the game at Nickerson Field (less than 25 people
was incurred by Washington as the Navy '75 has quite a new reputa- reception, Galpin didn't appear to as a matter of fact.) it was evident that BC was the far superior club. Exmiddies fell short of an upset, 14- tion though last year they were be a star of the team back in cept for a few breaks they got in front of their goal, the Terriers would
pushovers. Joe Yukica would August. He was listed as a starter at have been easily defeated.
-13.
Between Navy's shutout of Air welcome a repeat of last season's safety, and the team roster still
For BC, it was the team'sbest overall game since playing Notre Dame
Force and Homecoming with BC-Navy one-sided rumble. Mike places him there.
in the season's opener. The forward line created many scoring opporSyracuse this past weekend, the Espo, Keith Barnette, Dave Creating the rest (and the most) tunities but failed to complete most of the plays that would have
Mids ranked highly among the Almeida, Fred Steinfort, and com- of Navy's offensive uproar have resulted in the scores. The halfbacks settled the ball much better and
class teams in collegiate football. pany's tremendous talents com- been tailbacksGeery Goodwin and beat BU players to loose balls more often than not.
Navy, 3-1 y and off to its best start bined to shutout the Midshipmen Ed Gilmore. Also pitching outward
Coordination between the halfbacks and forwards improved
since 1967 when the Mids had their by a 37-0 count. But that score is with 4.3 yards per carry is Bob somewhat as they discovered that passing the ball on the ground is
Jackson. But the bulk of the preferable to just kicking it. This only came about after a countless
last winning season,ranked sixth in not likely to be relived.
the country and first in the East in
Senior quarterback, Phil Poirier rushing rests upon Goodwin and number of five on five games in practice designed to induce this funGilmore.
damental facet of soccer. Nonetheless, there's still much room for imGoodwin has amassed 374 yards provement. They still need to execute give and go's which can destroy
in 74 carries a 5.2 average,which inalert defenses. No one moves after passing the ball. Also, the wings
in four games, is very close to his are not anticipatingenough and angling towardsthe goal posts, where a
performance of the entire '74 number of scoring plays come arise every game.
season, his freshman year.
The fullbacks, who have been off and on, played their finest game of
Goodwin is also Coach Welsh's the year. Jim Mclntre's direct free kicks kept pinning BU in its own end
Mr. Reliable around the goal line and everyone displayed excellent timing in their tackling. They also
scoring six of the Mids eleven TDs realized passing the ball on the ground is beneficial, doing this for the
on the ground.
first time all season. Most importantly, they beat the Terriers to the ball
Along side Goodwin and con- in the middle of the field which is the area a team must control to win
tributing two year's experience is games.
Gilmore. The senior running back
It is this part of the performance that is most encouraging, for if the
has averaged 6.3 yards for his 39 Eagle backs continue to control midfield the team will win games. The
attempts, and is in the '75 Navy squad will be heldped by the apparent rapid turnaround of goalie Dave
record books for his 47 yard jaunt Roache. Roache played a heads up smart game in the nets against BU
through UConn's sophisticated no- and hopefully he will continue to play that way.
questions asked defense.
The team played real soccer for the first time against BU. Although
All of this somehow adds up the the idiosyncracies of the sport of soccer cost BC a victory, the squad
best in the East though last year, appears to have settled on the right track, but it will be difficult to stay
Navy boasted Cleveland Cooper as there.
OH Mike Kruczek spins around and hands off to Keith Rarnette during
(continued on page three)
Saturday's frustrating loss to Tulane.

Dave Coulthard

The Right Track?

Strong Navy to Challenge Eagles

?

McCue

Tom
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Frustrating Week for Soccer; Drop Two Contests
Boston University
by Dave Coulthard

Tuesday, Oct. 7; Boston, Mass.
In its most frustrating game of
the season, the BC soccer team ended its encounter with Boston
University deadlocked O-O. After
the regulation ninety minutes playing time and two ten minute overtime periods, neither team could
find the magic to put the ball in
the net despite many opportunities
on both sides.
WinJess with six losses, BU
started the game determined to win
against its biggest rival. After a few
minutes playing time there was no
doubt that BU was a much better
club that its record indicates, as it
caused early problems for the
Eagles. Emotionally high in its own
right, BC quickly adjusted and
dominated play in the middleof the
?

field, placing much pressure on the
Terrier defense.
BC displayed its superiority during the middle third of the first half
when five golden chances for goals
just missed. On two occasions the
BU goaltender made diving saves
to rob Eagle players of goals. One
shot sailed inches wide of the
Terriers goal and another deflected
off a BU back and went out of
bounds. The greatest robbery occured when Bill Fraser gained control of the ball only ten yards from
the goal. Catching the goalie flatfooted at point blank range, Fraser
sent a perfect shot low to the right
post. Unfortunately, in the most intelligentplay a fullback can make, a
BU player had stationed himself at
the post which enabled him to stop
the ball and clear it. The rest of the
first half was no different as BC

controlled play but failed to come
up with a score.
The feverish play continued
through the second half, but neither
team could register a goal. BC's
offensive frustrations were mounting, but the defense was playing
exceptionally well. Fullbacks
Chuck Moran, Mike Mullen, and
Ed White all turned in solid performances. Sweeper Jim Mclntre was
the best of all, though, breaking the
Terriers' backs with many fine
tackles in addition to booming
numerous free kicks right to the

forwards.
Two overtime periods ensued in

an effort to break the tic. BC could
not generate an effective offense,
lack of which was helped by BU
players rolling on the ground with
apparent injuries, forcing a stoppage of play just when BC gained

Navy 4-1; Holy Cross Winless
by Ken Rivetz

Several of the games last Saturday were played in a steady downpour as Notre Dame won again and
West Virginia saw" their hopes for
Eastern supremacy crushed by
Perm State.
Notre Dame, outplayed for three
quarters, scored a last minute
touchdown to record a come-frombehind 21-14 victory over North
Carolina in Chapel Hill.
The Fighting Irish trailed 14-0
entering the final period of play
before their offense finally woke
up. Halfback Al Hunter scored
twice on two yards runs to even the
score. Notre Dame then needed an
80 yard pass and run play from second string quarterback Joe Montana to wide receiver Ted Burgmeir
for the games winning TD.
Burgmeir took a short sideline pass
and broke a tackle to go all the way
for the score with one minute
remaining in the contest.
The Irish, ranked 16th in the
country are now 4-1.
The University of Pittsburgh,
showing an awesome offenisve and
defensive attack, clobbered Temple
55-6 in Philadelphia.
The Panthers rushed for 272
"yards in completely dominating the
game.
Defensive back Jim Wilson opened the Pitt scoring when he returned a blocked field goal 52 yards for
a TD. From there the rout was on.
Don Bitterlich kicked a 44 yard
field goal to narrow the Owl deficit
to 14-3 in the first quarter.
However, the Panthers responded
with 21 consecutive points to, for
all intents and purposes, end the
game as they led 35-3 at halftime.
The Owls have now lost four
times this year to go with a single
victory.
In somewhat of a big surprise,
ninth-ranked Perm State clobbered
tenth-ranked West Virginia 39-0 in
Slate College, Pa.

West Virginia, averaging 35.3
points a game and 441 yards per
contest were hampered by five
fumbles and an overwhelmingNittany Lion defense.
The State defense limited the
Mountaineers to just 55 yards
rushing and 144yards passing while
their offense rolled up over 400
yards in total offense. WVU was
able to cross midfield only three
times in the game as they lost their
17th consecutive game to Perm
State.
The Mountaineers were defeated
for the first time following four one
- sided victories.
Sparked by a superb defense, the
Naval Academy came from behind
to defeat Syracuse 106 in Annapolis.
The Midshipmen, boasting a
defense ranked third in the country,
limited Syracuse to 131 total yards
and received interceptions from
Ail-American hopeful Chet
Moeller and Gene Ford to set up
their two scores. Fullback Bob
Jackson ran three yards for a TD
and Larry Muczynski added a 24
yard field goal. The Orangemen
had led 6-0 at the half on two FG's
by Dave Jacobs of 28 and 50 yards.
The 50-yarder was a school record.
Navy, one of the most improved
teams in the nation with a 4-1
record and a swarming defense
visits Chestnut Hill this Saturday
night while Syracuse was losing
their second in a row and has a 3-2
record.
In a game played Friday night in
the Orange Bowl, 13th ranked
Colorado defeated the University
of Miami 23-10.
The Hurricanes held a slim 3-0
lead in the first quarter on a 31 yard
field goal by Mike Dennis, but
Colorado scored 17 straight points
in the second and third quarters to
put the game away. Running back
Tim Morgan scored the lone Miami
TD on a one yard run in the final

McCuc
Despite good showings by certain players, such as number 44 Earl
Strong, BC came out on the short end of a 17-7 score.

Tom

quarter.

Miami, which has played three
Big Eight conference teams in
succession, all nationally ranked,
are now 0-4 on the season.
Duke utilized a powerful ground
attack to defeat Army 21-10 in
West Point.
The Blue Devils rolled up over
300 yards on the ground in the
game. The Cadets in outgaining
Duke 360-357 in total yardage
received their only TD on a seven
yard pass from QB Leamon Hall to
RB Tom Payne in the second
quarter. Don Castelli closed out the
Army scoring with a 25 yard field

goal.
Army has now lost three in a row
and has a 2-3 record.
The University of Mass took advantage of costly Boston University
turnovers as they defeated the
Terriers 21-0 in Amherst.
The Minutemen opened up a 14-0 first quarter lead on a four yard
run by RB Bob Wolfe and a 41 yard
pass from quarterback Brian
McNally to WR John Romboli.
They were set up by a fumble
recovery and a John Toner interception. The UMass defense was
immense in posting their second
shut out of the season. They sacked
the BU QB seven times and limited
the Terriers to a -27 yards rushing.
UMass has now won four in a
row without a loss.
Holy Cross, hampered by a pouring rain all afternoon, were unable
to pass effectively and were
defeated by Colgate 20-14 in
Worcester.
Colgate received two field goals
which supplied the margin of victory. Crusader running back Steve
Hunt carried the ball a school
record 35 times for 165 yards and
scored one touchdown but his efforts weren't enough for a HC victory. A ten yard pass from QB Bob
Martin to WR Dave Quehl accounted for the second Crusader
TD.
Holy Cross is now winless after
four games.

The BC, Ski Team has begun
their training for the 1976
season, coming off a 15-3-2
season in 75, culminated by a
placing in the National Invitational Alpine Tournament.
The three man coaching staff
headed by Bill Toof, and the
team,extend an invitation to all
those interested, male and
female, in being members of the
A,B or womens team. There is a
meeting in Roberts Center on
Wednesday, Oct 15th at 5:00
pm in Room 106.

Eagle Tennis Tunes Up; Record Stands At 1-1-1

an advantage. A high number of
corner kicks were taken by BU in
the overtime, but Eagle goalie Dave
Roche came up with some clutch
saves that preserved the shutout.

by Tom Butta

Assumption
by John Foutty

Everyoneknows what it feels like
to be left with the short end of the
stick, but not any more than the BC
soccer team. The Greyhounds of

Assumption College bussed into
frigid Alumni Stadium last Friday
night, and escapedwith a prized 1-0
victory. After two consecutive
shutouts, soccer followers have
been heard whispering, "Who stole
the BC offense "
However,Assumption ocach Bill
Granahan has carried his young
team a long way. Prior to the BC
contest,the Greyhounds had posted
a 4-1 record, including choice
triumphs at Babson and Connecticut Colleges. As all soccer
boppers know, ConnecticutCollege
is not UConn, by any stretch of the
imagination, but teams from down
Rte 86 way, know how to play the
"foreign game". So does BC but
after this disappointing loss, it it
difficult to tell how well.
After the opening kick-off, both
teams reverted to a ping-pong contest. Consequently, there was very
little sustained offensive action, as
opposing players were content to
feel each other out. This conservatism led to a sloppy first half,
spiced only by periodic bursts for
the goal. Assumption consistently
beat BC to the ball, despite the
Eagle's superior quickness and
skill.
Near the end of the first half,
Assumption forwards led by Jeff
King, filtered through the BC
defense, only to be foiled by the
"sky ball." Keeping a shot down
on artificial turf is a difficult task,
usually resulting in a blast over the
net for turf rookies. Consequently,
BC was lucky to ye even at the half.
However, the Eagles rebounded
in the second half, as they began to
control center field, and pester the

The Boston College men's varsity
tennis team played its third match
of the fall season this past Wednesday as it tied Tufts University, 4 Vi
to 4 Vi , before darkness halted play.
The Eagles had split their
two matches, defeating MIT, 11 to
2, while losing to a tough Brandeis
squad, by the score of 7 to 2.
Although the Eagles proved to be
triumphant in only two of the six
singles- matches versus Tufts, the
doubles teams recorded two victories and a tic to forge the tic for
BC. Captain Chris Whitney
narrowly defeated Tuft's Eric
,Wilson in the first singles slot (7-5,
37-6) while freshman John Officer
[crushed his opponent, Wendell
=Gross, by the scores of 6-4, 6-0, in
the sixth singles position.
as the team failed to come up with a win. the number-one doubles team of

McCu
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BC soccer fans were disappointed

Assumption goaltender, Ed Wei
with finely organized plays,
forward John Lojek missed am
portunity, from in tight, as he lil
a quick trap directly into Well
chest. Weller's counterpart for I
Dave Roache, seemed to
breathing easy, until a lapse in
Eagle's defensive assignments let
a quick scoring blast by JefTKi
at the 28 minute mark. Roi
didn't have a chance as King ']
left totally alone from fifteen

J

out.

Immediately,a renewed Assun
tion team attempted to push,
Eagles into the Reservoir, and i
the apartments either. To B)
credit, they poured on theoffens
juices and steadily outplayed
Greyhounds down to the «ao
With eight minutes remainii
winger Rob Coughlin was set up
John Lojek, but his short-e&ri
blast was snuffed by Weller. C
portunities is what soccer
about, but BC could not finish 1
off.
1
Next week, the BC soccer tej
journeys down Rte 86, and tn
better bring their scoring shp|
cause UConn plays like a fore]

.

country.

Heights Sports Staff Pleasen
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Whitney and freshman Gary Chin and one tic, when they play at the Saturday, Oct. 18. All Eagle rooters
set the trend for the doubles University of Connecticut and the are urged to go down to the tennis
matches as it was leading (6-0, 4-4) University of Massachusetts, in the courts and watch their team in ac-

before darkness halted play. Junior final match of the fall season on tion.
Dick Rule and senior Peter Jacobs
earned a tic in the number-two
position, as they split sets, 6-2, 4-6.
The third doubles team of freshman
Paul Griffin and sophomore
Stephen Burke rounded out the
scoring with a 6-3, 5-1 Eagle victory.

Although the fall season

Wipe Out at Alumni Stadium;
17-7 Tulane Victory
is only a

tune-up season, Coach MacDonald
has had his squad work out every
day in an attempt to improve match
strategy and conditioning. The
team has been concentrating on

doubles play as it searches for a
winning combination.
The Eagles hope to improve their
present record of one win, one loss

WaterPolo Splashes to To Five Wins
by Matthew S. Karpaez
BC water polo has another fine
group of men playing for it this
year. The season officially opened
on Oct. I, with a game against Exeter Academy at Exeter N. H. Exeter started well by scoring three
goals in the first quarter. BC came
back, though, at a steady pace and
scored three goals in the third
period. Keeping Exeter scoreless in
the last quarter, BC was able to pull
ahead with a final goal by Jay
Mercer, who was high scorer in the
game with four goals. He also had
the most personal fouls (but we
won't hold that against him.). The
final score: BC 6, Exeter 5.
On Oct. 3, BC had its first home
game against Williams College. BC
washed away Williams, 22 to 0.
Working well as a team, BC kept
control of the ball for the better
part of the. game, with goalie Mike
Quigley getting his first shut-out of
the season.
The next morning, Oct. 4, BC

played against a forceful University
of Connecticut team. Pete
Holbrook and Mercer each scored
a pair of goals in the first half to get
the game in gear. BC took advantage of three "man-up" situations
(When one of UConn's players was
taken temporarily out of the game
due to a personal foul) and scored
all three times.
Later that same day, BC played
against the University of New
Hampshere. In the first quarter the
Eagles scored three goals to none
for UNH* while in the second
period, BC tallied six times to one
forUNH. In the last quarter,
Holbrook played goalie for Quigley
and let only one goal go by. The
high scorers were Don Gross and
Jay Mercer with three goals each.
The final score was BC 12 and
UNH 4.
Oct. 7, BC travelled to Kingston,
R. 1., to face the University of
Rhode Island. URI was held to
three goals by a strong defense

the drive occured at the six yard
(continued from page one)
ball. On the next two plays, BC's line, when on fourth and one.

because BC used a constant rotation of fresh players, such as Mark
Gordon, Ed Snow, Mark Gallivan,
Paul Levitsky and Matt Karpacz.
High scorer in the game was Gross
with five goals. The result was BC
11, URI 3.
BC's water polo record stands at
five wins and no losses.
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Keith Barnette, who played suburbly in gaining 143 yards in 31
carries, moved the football eight
yards closer to the goal line. Then
on third and two. Earl Strong was
stopped for a yard loss so again,
Yukica was forced into sending in
his field goal unit. This time from
39 yards out, the usually accurate
Steinfort missed to the right and
once again the Eagles failed to
capitalize on a golden opportunity.
Of BC's apparent aversion to
scoring. Coach Yukica stated,
"Our defense played well and continuously gave our offense great opportunities and field position but
we didn't convert any of them into
points and that was the most disappointing aspect of the game for
me."
Before BC's offensive breakdown
in the second half, they had
succeeded in outgaining Tulane 130
yards to I 18 yards, in the first half
and had entered their loekerroom
at the intermission with a 7-3 advantage. Though the Green Wave
had scored first on a field goal by'
David Walters, which was made
possible by a Barnelte fumble at the
BC 39, the Eagles regrouped and
quickly struck back. When late in
the first period the Gren Wave's
Don Lemon fumbled at the BC 42,
the Eagles proceeded to confidently
move down the field. The climaxof

bP
y aul Cahill
Crouched over the center the
quarterback barks out the signals.
He drops straight back and extends
the muscles of his right forearm.
The ball spirals through the air and
into the outstretched fingertips of
the fleeting flanker.
The man at the helm is Michael
Francis Kruczek. The week ofhard
work has paid off. The culmination
of his efforts are witness at one
brief interlude on Saturday evening. This quarterback given the opportunity, can make the play
happen.
It all started back home in Fairfax, Virginia. Before long Michael
found himself at St. John's College
High in Washington DC. Chapter
one of Mike's success story was
written here. Statistics bear that
out, as in ten schoolboy contest he
:ompleted more than one hundred
and fifty passes for over two thousand yards.
Michael decided that the next
step would be towards New
England and Boston College. He
saw BC as an ideal place to learn on
and off the field, to "experience
Boston as an environment with unlimited cultural assets."
Mike works hard at what he does
best, throwing the football. Most
spectators would agree that he

- Infectious Optimism

throws it pretty well. As the man
with the highest percentage of completions in the nation last season,
68.2%, he has more than proven
himself here.
As captain, Mr. Kruczek is called
upon to lead his team. Mike
realizes "that the team objectives
are the primary motivation." This
man speaks with the quiet confidence .of a leader asserting that
"the individual objectives will come.
If we are going to move the football we'll have to put it in the air."
Is Mike disappointed at the
season's results thus far?"Sure one
has to be upset looking back at
those losses in Morgantown and at
Schafeur Stadium. But in retrospect
it's always easier to say we should
have run this play here and another
there."
It was the stomping of
Villinova's Pussycats last season
that turned it around for Boston
College. Mike hopes history can
repeat itself. What can we look for
the rest of the way? Michael sees
Miami, Tulane and a particularly
tough Navy team as the keys to
locking up a successful season.
Each of these matchups is to be
played in the amiable confines of
Alumni Stadium. The quarterback
makes no qualms about it. "This
BC squad is simply more confident

here with our own people behind
us."
"If we stay healthy and keep doing what we did last week we'll do
well." But right now this team is
not a healthy one. With Zumbach
back last week the horizon was a
brighter one. But Mike cannot look
for Dave this week and in fact may
not see him for the rest of the
season. Judging from past performances it is a crucial blow to the
offensive attack. "However with
three weeks experiencebehind them
the rest of the receiving corps," according to Michael, "is quite
capable of doing the job.
What has Collegiate football
meant to Michael Kruczek? It's
meant an education at the right
price. It's given me an opportunity
to learn how to deal with people of
different cultures of different
backgrounds and how to correlate
one united effort." For this particular man, collegiatefootball may
well set the foundation for a
professional career.
Mike Kruczek's optimism is infectious. He believes this team will
salvage this season. Behind him his
parents stand up and cheer. A ten
hour trek from Fairfax is a long
haul every weekend. But watching
Michael Francis Kruczek perform
makes the trip worthwhile.

?

?

.

John Nylander

by office Tuesday after 1:30 to pick up assignments.

MikeKruczek

Barnette's number was called and.
behind the blocking of John Maxwell and Steve Schindler, he
responded by blasting through for
the go ahead touchdown. With
Steinfort's extra point, the score
stood as it would at halftime: BC
7 and Tulane 3, thus setting the
stage for Tulane's comeback in the
second half.
Tulane's coach, Bennie Ellender
was duely proud of his team's performance, commenting, "We
played a real class football team out
there tonight. We had lost two
straight games and against such a
physically imposing team as BC, we
could have very easily quit and
given up. But we hung in there and
I'm really proud of the team for
that."
Next week, BC will again face a
stern challenge from Navy when
they try to even their record at 3-3.
Navy is a team which has rebuilt its
program over the last couple of
years and will come to the Heights
with an impressive 4-1 record. Of
BC's chances. Coach Yukica was
quoted as saying that, "I was
relatively pleased with our defensive effort except for a few lapses.
However, our offense will have to
be more opportunistic because
Navy has an excellent defensive
team so we must take advantage of
our breaks."

Mr. Watts
by John Nylander

Oh! Hi! I guess your wondering why I'm here in the basement of
Roberts Center going through Coach Yukica's rubbish? Would you
believe I'm from the National Enquirer? I didn't think so. Well, you
never know what you might find in here. How about this'.'lt looks like
an application for. .. oh yes, Sugar Bowl tickets. Excuse me,but it's
hard to read many of the words for the dart holes have eaten most of
them away. Oh well, deeperI dig. Hey, what are all these ashes?Some of
them are still smouldering. Wait, here's a piece I can make out. It looks
like a book title. I think it reads. "Damn the Passing Game, full
steam ahead." Oh my gosh, could these be some Yukica memoirs?
Lets look at this pile. Gum r ppers, some old running plays, and
that's strange, I wonder what this is doing in here. It's a pamphlet
put out by the Massachusetts Lottery Commission entitled "How you
can win the Big Game."
Here's another strange thing. Oh, I remember this, it's a jobflier I've
seen around campus. Here I'll read it to you.
"Job opening. Linebacker on BC football team. Must meet following
qualifications. One, must be able to run faster than a speeding forward
pass. Two, should be more powerful than a charging running back.
Three, has to be able to leap offensive lines in a single bound. The
benefits are that of public relations; the opportunity to come in contact
with many, many people. If interested, sign here and apply within."
The coach must have found this phenom right away, because it looks
like there is only one name on the sheet, and 1 think it's the signature
of. yes, Bob Watts. I'm sure we're all familiar with the former mild
manored tight end, and his past performances. "Wattsee," a 63", 215
lbs. Vermont Academy graduate had a fine season last year, starting as a
sophomore. He had 12 receptions for 140 yds., until a nagging back injury put him on the sidelines.
This season, Bob moved to a defensivelinebacker position, the one he
now starts at. During pre-season workouts, Watts was a standout, and
according to his coaches, probably made the greatest progress of
anyone. Bobby seems to feel right at home at linebacker, all of which
was evidenced by his superb performance in the Notre Dame game.
There's no doubt that the BC linebacker corps of Watts, Brown, Cunniff, Glandorf and Sudellari will play a key role in determining theeffectiveness of the BC defense.
So keep an eye on our Public Relations Director on the field.
Number .EightyßobWatts

..
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Ruggers Score 22 to Defeat Hobart
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Joe Gaffney
In many great American literary
works the upstate New York region
has had a long history concerning
rolling hills and sleepy hollows
which may often limes, produce a
soporific effect on the people who
visit there. On Sat.. Oct 4, in
Geneva. New York the Boston
College Rugby team proved this
phenomena to be legend as they
pulverized Hobart College A and B
teams 22-0 and 18-0, respectively.
There was an initial sluggishness,
however, as BC had to travel seven
hours on the previous night to
reach the locale of their foe. But,
this tiredness was shed after the
first five minutes of the game.
by

Hobart had BC's back to the wall,
pinning them within their ten yard
line during the first four minutes of
the contest, but did not score. The
denial of a Hobart score accredited
to the crunching tackles of BC
defenders, gave our Ruggers the
needed lift to push Hobart all over
the field the rest of the afternoon.
Bob Madison, a transfer student
from Hobart and a former Rugger
there, gave BC the cushion they
needed on a brilliant 50 yard run:
however, this was not the end of the
scoring as the final tally shows. The
BC backs had Hobart. defenders
running in circles, desperately trying to slop more BC scores. And
often times coming up empty hand-

Ed on attempted tackles.
The same good play was so evident in the B game that Hobart onlookers started to head home at the
haIfti me intermission. BC's
enthusiasm did not slacken,
however,! as the forwards pursued
relentlessly, the backs danced
through defenders and Hobart
heads hung lower and lower as the
afternoon progressed. BC A's are
now 1-1 while the B team stands at
3-0. With the play of the Boston
College Rugby team and their victory at the post-game social gathering. Rip Van Winkle could not
have slept a wink in upstate New Captain Chris Whitney shows why he's one of the top seeded playerswith
York this weekend.
this return in match against Tufts.
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Volleyball Opens With Boston State
Although there are only four the"A" team, and a 6-2 mark for
Jane McCarthy
Coach Tanny Capobianco returnees from last years squad, the "B" team.
forsees an exciting and winning Coach Capobianco is optimistic
With only four women on the
season for the 1975-76 Women's about the upcoming season. The team with varsity experience, the
Volleyball team. Their home season schedule varies from year to year; squad will be composed mostly of
begins this week on Thursday, Oct. but this year the women face tough freshman and sophomores. Once
16th, when the Volleyball team will competition from Salem State, they get a little varsity experience,
face a competitive Boston State SMU, MIT, Gordon, Assumption, the team should come up with a
Eastern Nazarene and Lowell winning season. All home games,
squad.
The Volleyball team is broken State.
are played at the RecPlex.With a litdowninto two playingstrengths, an
tle student support maybe the
"A"and a "B" team. Their Last year's squad finished up teams can get those wins early in
schedule is roughly divided between regular season with a 5-3 record for the season.
"A"and "B" teams. The Women's
team has a three group membership
with other teams, and has three
scheduled tournaments in
November. On Saturday, Nov. 8, 'continued
linebacker Andy Bushak, all enterfrom page one)
they will participate in the Boston an Ail-American runner, but
ing their third year as regulars.
as
a
Intercollegiatesat Boston State, on team they never approached
Also in the secondary is Ed Jeter,
the
Nov. 15th they face both top.
Navy's hero of Saturday Sept 21,
Northeaster and UNH in the
The defense's accomplishments 1974 when the Middies cruised into
MAIAW Championship tourna- seem to be
more legitimate. The Perm St. territory to upset the Cotment on Friday and Saturday, Nov. Midshipment were
expect to be ton Bowl winenrs 7-6. It was Jeter
21 and 22 they will compete in the very tight along the
line and who saved the game by breaking up
Easterns.
throughout the secondary with a pass play on a two-point converApproximately two weeks ago eight starters returning
from last sion late in the final quarter as
try-outs began. Coach Capobianco year's
defensive unit that was State's rally and national title
said that approximately28 women superb at times in 1974.
Coach dream were tipped away.
tried out for the team, and the ma- Welsh sees
It is hard to believe Navy is as
Navy '75 as an imjority eliminated themselves. At the proved squad,
because
are
as the record shows them to
"they
strong
present time, Capobianco is carry- physically
stronger and have be. With a seasonal record of 4-7
ing eighteen players.
depth and experience than the past three consecutive years, a
Returning from last years squad greater
continuation of Navy '75's new imin
recent
seasons."
are four varsity members: Angie
defensive foundation is age could result in most of their opThe
Banks, Captain of last year's team
formed by the likes of rover Chet ponents suddenly finding
and the team's highest scorer, Moeller, a preseason All-America themselves trending deep in their
seniors Karen Correale, Doxie choice, tackle Dave Papak and own territory for a long time.
McCoy and Pat McArthur.
by
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Open 7 days V& </*

Middies to lnvade

1280Centre St., Newton Center
at Picadilly Square
Take out orders, too: ice cream pies,cakes, rolls, etc.

,

10% Off With BC ID

Service Liquor Mart
1700 Comm. Aye.
Brighton
presents
LIQUOR PICKER SPECIALS:

Great Western
nm
Wines $2.99
Magnums 50oz. AI.C 12% by vol.

_,

Soave
12% ale. by vol.

$1.49

25 OZ.. Fifth

Lambnisco
by

$1.49

Kegs Schlitz

$24.95

'KegsTuborg

$22.00

12% ale.

vol.

Cheese Platters for
any occaision
DELIVERIES

232-3733

566-8096

The

This Sporting Week

Heights

...

October
14 Soccer vs. Babson (A)
14 Women's Tennis vs. UMass (A)
15 Field Hockey vs. Holy Cross (H)
15-17 Golf- ECAC Finals at Doylestown, Pa.
16 Soccer vs. Connecticut (A)
16 Volleyball vs. Boston State (H)
16 Women's Tennis vs. SMU (H)
16 Field Hockey vs. SMU (H)
18 Football vs. Navy (H)
18 Open Regatta at MIT
18 Dinghy Invitational at Stonehill
18-19 Women's Sailing-Victorian Coffee Win at
Radcliffe
19 Rugby vs. UMass (H)
19 Dinghy Invitational at URI
20 Volleyball vs. Salem State (A)
Heights Sports acknowledges and is grateful lo the Blue Chips ol Boston
College Athletics for the financial support Blue Chips makes available lo an expanded Heights Sports

